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Board of Directors revokes TAMID's budget for violating rules

NOAH FLEISCHMAN | THE TICKER

The Hillel-affiliated business education club TAMID had its budget stripped after the Undergraduate Student Government discovered the club has been hosting private events using student activity fee funds.
BY NOAH FLEISCHMAN

BUSINESS EDITOR

TAMID, a Hillel-affiliated business education club, had its budget revoked by the Baruch College's Board of Directors because the club was found to be using student activity fee funds
for member-exclusive events. Undergraduate Student Government President Radhika Kalani requested that TAMID be removed from USG's budget request during the Oct. 18 meeting
of the board, which allocates student activity fees, and the request was granted.
TAMID violated rules set by the Office of Student Life and CUNY in The Informer, which outlines the fiscal guidelines for the expenditure of student activity fees. "All programs and
events receiving student activity fees must be open to the entire Baruch community and must be appropriately publicized and held on campus," it specifies.
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Men's soccer second in CUNYAC

Baruch honors Pittsburgh synagogue shooting victims
BY GABRIELLE HUEZO

BY MATTEO FLAMIO

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Baruch College's men's soccer team has completed its regular season, earning an overall record of 8-5-3 and a record of 5-1-2 in conference games, placing the team second in the CUNY Athletic Conference.
This season was a successful one, considering the program was taken over by Dima Kamenshchik, who was an associate head coach for 13
years before taking over. Baruch has not won the CUNYAC championship since 2014, and the team has not placed higher than fourth place
in the standings or made it past the semifinal game in the past three
years.

To commemorate the people who passed away on Oct. 27 when a gunman opened fire at the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, a vigil took place on the 25th Street Plaza. Art King, vice president for student affairs and dean
of students, organized the vigil with Hillel at Baruch College, the Office of Student Life, the Undergraduate Student
Government and other student clubs.
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Baruch must ease class selection

O

n Oct. 29, Baruch College undergraduate students participated
in the annual "Registration Games," in which students compete
for classes to take in the spring 2019 semester. In one corner are
the VIP students who have priority registration, and in the other corner,
the regular admission students who do not have priority registration.
Clearly, one group had an advantage.
However, this should not be the case; every student deserves to have
an equal opportunity to get into the classes of their choosing. It is up to
Baruch to make registration a smoother and less stressful experience for
all students, regardless of their classification or involvement in clubs or
athletics.
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Gabe Ayzenberg is a Baruch sophomore who spends his free time releasing music. Read more about his story on page 10.
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Board of Directors revokes TAMID's
budget for violating CUNY guidelines

BY ANGELICA TEJADA

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
This is an issue because TAMID
did not use any money given to the
organization by USG for general
interest meetings for the past two
years, which puts the club in violation of this rule. Failure to abide
by these rules can leave a club's
budget subject to being reduced or
taken away entirely.
During a USG senate meeting,
Justin Broomfield, chair of finance,
brought to the table TAMID's initial request for an additional $600
in its budget, which was met with
resistance. Senators raised concerned over the club’s exclusivity.
"I am not comfortable with giving them the money because I personally have seen students struggle
to get in. It is very cliquey," Representative Sen. Ray Colon stated.
The senate eventually passed
the budget, but in a later meeting between Broomfield and the
president of TAMID, Jared Isaac,
Broomfield realized that TAMID
was violating a rule around student
activity fee usage.
Broomfield said in an interview

“It doesn’t make sense
to pass a budget that
technically can’t be used,
and at the end of the day it’s
something you can’t hide
from the Board of Directors.”
– Justin Broomfield

UNICEF ‘trick or treats'
for an admirable cause
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COURTESY OF TAMID GROUP

with The Ticker that he then went
to the Board of Directors to revoke
the budget.
"It doesn't make sense to pass
a budget that technically can't be
used, and at the end of the day it's
something you can't hide from the
Board of Directors," he said.
The Board of Directors decided
that TAMID will no longer receive
a budget from USG until the club
resubmit its budget proposal and
has it approved. This came as a
shock to TAMID members, as they
have never had any issues with getting their budget passed.
"It was all of a sudden — we
didn't get much news about it beforehand, we weren't told that we
had a problem, and then all of a
sudden we had a problem," Isaac
said in an interview.
Isaac argued that USG's lack of
communication led to the issue.
He admitted that the club is at fault
for not following the guidelines,
but its members were not notified
early enough or clearly on how to
resolve these issues, which resulted in a miscommunication.
Broomfield said that he tried to
contact Isaac multiple times but
could not reach him. He went to
the club's area within Hillel's suite
multiple times, but still could not

get ahold of Isaac.
Isaac, however, also said that
the events TAMID hosted were
open to all students and were
not necessarily GIMs. The club
is exclusive; it has to be so that it
can work with companies and do
events with them, Isaac said. Some
of these companies have the group
members sign nondisclosure
agreements for information the
club may receive, which requires
that the club closely tracks who is
a member.
TAMID is a relatively new club
that was only chartered two years
ago. Isaac stated that in his entire
time at the club, members have
not changed the club's structure or
way that they host events, which he
admitted were exclusive in a discussion with Broomfield.
This means that the club's previous budgets have been in violation of the budgetary rules, and
previous USG members have either missed the discrepancy or
overlooked it.
Currently, the club received
a new allocation and is working
toward creating more inclusive
events but will still host private
events, too. TAMID hope to have
its budget approved at the next
Board of Directors meeting.

UNICEF hosted its annual
"Halloween Bash" for Baruch College students on Oct. 30 in the
Multipurpose Room to collect
donations and raise awareness
through the traditional Halloween
activity of trick-or-treating.
Members of UNICEF accepted
donations and collected small orange "trick-or-treat" boxes.
"We have like 50 of the boxes,
and we give them out to the community members, and we took
some for ourselves," said Helena
Brankovic, a UNICEF club member.
After each member turned in
the "trick-or-treat" boxes, the club
counted the money and proceeded to donate it.
"The idea is to go around and
collect even spare change; it
doesn't have to be big amounts
of money, and the money goes
directly to UNICEF," said Nanar
Nakashian, UNICEF co-vice president of marketing and communication.
A line formed outside the Multipurpose Room as Baruch students passed the donation table
and entered the room ready to
have fun.
The room was decorated to give
off spooky Halloween vibes. The
lights were dimmed, fake spider
webs hung from one corner of the
room to the other and candy was
spread out on each table, along
with mini jack-o'-lanterns.
The students who attended got
to enjoy pizza, sandwiches and
soda. As they talked to their peers,
the DJ played some of the latest
music hits. Raffles and games were
held in order to win prizes ranging

from UNICEF pins and stickers to
an unlimited MetroCard.
According to the Baruch website, UNICEF at Baruch "work[s]
for the survival, protection and
development of children in more
than 190 countries and territories
to help all children realize their full
potential."
The club organizes events like
the "Halloween Bash" in order to
host an event where more donations can be collected while everyone enjoys attending.
The "trick-or-treat" box is a
UNICEF tradition that goes back
almost 70 years. "The Allison family in the early 1950s started this
campaign, and their whole idea
was to have kids help kids," said
Nakashian.
According to UNICEF USA,
Mary Emma Allison and her husband Reverend Clyde Allison started the "Trick or Treat for UNICEF"
movement, and they "dedicated
themselves to their close-knit family and to serving their community
with humility and compassion."
According to the AARP, "The
couple first tried out their idea
on their own daughters, shy
preschoolers the first time they
knocked on doors for contributions." That night, they successfully ended up collecting both money
and candy.
The Allison family’s legacy is
still carried throughout different
UNICEF student-organized clubs
at various high school and university campuses, including Baruch. "Eighty-eight percent of the
money that goes to UNICEF goes
directly to the children," said Nakashian.
"This Halloween event is mostly
about continuing the Allison family tradition" Brankovic said.

‘Day of the Dead' celebrates ancestors through offerings and dance
BY AMANDA SALAZAR

STAFF WRITER

Day of the Dead, or Día de los
Muertos as it is called in Spanish,
was celebrated at Baruch College
on Oct. 29 in the Multipurpose
Room, with an event displaying
many of the customary aspects of
the holiday. Day of the Dead is a
traditional Latin American holiday
that coincides with both Halloween
and All Saints Day.
The event, hosted by the Ecuadorian Club, MexiCulture and the
Latin American Student Organization, centered around teaching the
audience the importance of the holiday in Latin America, especially in
Mexican and Ecuadorian cultures.
The holiday is celebrated with slight
variation in each culture, but many
aspects of it stay the same throughout.
Day of the Dead, which some began celebrating as early as Oct. 28,
is meant not only to mourn family
members and friends who passed
but, more importantly, to commemorate the lives they led. Many
do not consider the holiday to be a
sad one, but instead view it as a time
to remember those who have come
before them.
The room centered around an
ofrenda, an altar of offering, which
is a staple in Day of the Dead celebrations.
According to the presentation
that club members of MexiCulture
and the Ecuadorian Club gave, the
ofrenda is intended to be assembled with the late loved one's favorite foods and drinks, as well as small
objects that were important to them
while they were alive.
The ofrenda's purpose is to both
honor the dead as well as to supply
them with items needed in the afterlife, hence offering food and articles of clothing. Velas, or candles,
are placed on the altar for each per-

AYSHA EMAN | THE TICKER

Three Baruch clubs collaborated to put together a Day of the Dead celebration in which a traditional folkloric dance was performed in colorful dress and with loud music.
son who is mourned.
At the event, there were two traditional folkloric dances — the first
of which was set to the song "El Jarabe Ranchero" — that are often
performed at Day of the Dead celebrations in Latin America.
Games were also played, such as
"Mummy," in which one person has
to wrap their partner entirely in toilet paper to make them into a mummy before the other pairs could do a
better job at it.
Additionally, there was a photo
booth and face painting station, and
students who attended the event
were served a dinner of Latin American foods such as pernil, which is
marinated pork, rice and beans.

"We [MexiCulture] decided to be
part of the event just because, I feel
like, it’s one of the biggest events
that Mexico has," event coordinator of MexiCulture Mariana Dominguez said.
She added, "And as Mexicans we
all felt that it was important to just
collaborate with whatever our traditions are, starting by the ofrenda,
and some of the activities that are
going to take place, so we just want
to show Baruch a little bit of what
Mexico is all about."
Organizers of the event said that
it is only natural that the three clubs
come together and co-host the
event because of the very similar
nature of their clubs' missions.

The three organizations are
dedicated to fostering Latin American cultures on campus, making
the Day of the Dead event a logical
meeting point for the clubs to collaborate.
"The event has been going on for
a couple of years now, and we've always worked together towards doing the event," Domenica Cotrina,
president of Ecuadorian Club, said.
"At first it actually started in just
a regular classroom and we've been
building on it and building on it,
so now it's one of our large-scale
events for the semester. The Ecuadorian Club and LASO share a
club room so we have a really good
relationship, and I think that helps

when it comes to planning out the
event, because it's easy to organize.
It's also fun for us; it's a good way to
spend time together."
According to students involved
in the three clubs and this year’s
Day of the Dead celebration, there
is much more to take away from the
event than just an accurate understanding of an important facet of
Mexican and Ecuadorian cultures.
"The significance of this event
is more than just the event," stated
former LASO Executive President
Omar Baltazar.
"It's a bond created between
three clubs on campus that want
to represent a unified Hispanic and
Latin American student body."
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Vigil held in honor of 11 victims killed in synagogue shooting
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Everyone in the crowd was given an electronic candle and lyrics
to the song "One Day" by Matisyahu and "Imagine" by John Lennon.
They were also handed the names
of the 11 victims killed at the Tree
of Life and the two victims killed at
a Kroger supermarket after a gunman failed to enter a predominately black Baptist church on Oct. 24 in
Jeffersontown, Kentucky.
Shabbat, which lasts from sunset on Friday to sunset on Saturday,
is a holy day in Judaism. Some of

the Jewish members of the Pittsburgh community decided to
spend that particular Shabbat at
the Tree of Life synagogue.
Ilya Bratman, executive director
of Hillel at Baruch, spoke about his
personal connection to Pittsburgh.
Bratman lived in Pittsburgh and attended the Tree of Life synagogue
numerous times.
Bratman said he also knew
two of the victims, David and Cecil Rosenthal. Bratman said he
remembers the brothers always
greeting people. They were always
the first to arrive, sat in the back

to welcome people and tragically
were the first to be killed on the day
of the massacre.
Bratman also discussed the political climate in the country today.
"Hatred has been on the rise for
many, many months," said Bratman.
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs David
Christy, Rabbi Reuven Kigel and
current president of Hillel Ben
Davidov also gave speeches to the
large audience.
The three of them talked about
the injustice of the shootings and

BSA changes tradition to be more
inclusive in annual 'Mehndi and Mishti'
BY GABRIELLE HUEZO

the future of religious communities.
"Your spirituality, your spiritual
life is part of your identity and you
must feel free to express that part
of your identity without fear. And
this is one of the things that I hope
we reinforce in one another today,"
Christy said.
"This past week we have endured, I think one of the darkest
weeks in modern American history. … I have no words to express
my emotions and feelings upon
hearing the news Saturday night,"
Davidov said.

Math major and mom
reveals how she does it all
BY SHERON VIRANI

STAFF WRITER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Bangladesh Student Association hosted its annual Mehndi
and Mishti event on Nov. 1 during
club hours. Translating to Henna
and Sweets, Mehndi and Mishti is
a celebration held during the week
of a traditional Bengali wedding.
This is the third year BSA has held
this event, which is part of a series
of events that will lead to a mock
wedding between two BSA members, held on Nov. 14.
The event was very light-hearted, with food, games and performances during the first half of the
celebration. The rest of the time
was spent dancing to loud music.
In Southeast Asian culture, Mehndi and Mishti can be described as a
bachelorette party.
The traditional food at the event
included samosas, which are a triangle-shaped pastry that can be
stuffed with cabbage and vegetables and then fried.
BSA decided to do something
unique this year. Instead of picking
a male and female member as the
mock bride and groom, they chose
two females. This is a huge statement, as same-sex marriage has
been illegal in Bangladesh since
1860.
While rarely enforced, authorities in Bangladesh typically arrest people suspected of being
gay. They then charge them with
something else, such as drugs, or
use Section 377 of the penal code,
which criminalizes "unnatural
offenses."
BSA hoped this choice of an untraditional wedding couple would
create positivity for the LGBTQ
community and Muslims.
"The LGBTQ community in
Bangladeshi is a big taboo where

Baruch College is made up of
a highly diverse population with
students and faculty coming from
different backgrounds and ages
who bring unique perspectives to
the community. One such student
is not only a senior at Baruch but
also a mother — her name is Alexandra Chavez. Chavez, who will be
graduating in December, is a student, a mother of two boys and the
owner of a business.
Chavez started her academic
career at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and soon left
due to medical reasons. When she
decided to return, MIT required
her to take non-degree courses,
which led her to enroll at Baruch.
During this time, Chavez became
pregnant with her first son and
decided to remain at Baruch and
continue her degree to focus on
his education.
Set to graduate with a degree in
math, she is now waiting to hear
back from medical schools across
the country. An aspiring doctor,
Chavez is now at Baruch simply
taking classes for fun. Chavez is
enrolled in astrophysics and endocrinology because she wants to
continue learning and says that
she is enjoying both courses thoroughly.
Chavez manages to maintain
a balance between her work and
personal life by using Baruch’s
Early Learning Center, a place
where Baruch students who are
also parents can drop off their
kids, enabling them to attend
classes and study at the same time
and with convenience.
"If it wasn't for the Early Learning Center, I would not have been
able to complete my degree."

FEBA GEORGE | THE TICKER

This year, BSA included a same-sex interracial couple in its annual mock wedding.
not a lot of people like to talk about
it," said Auchal Azad, one of the
ceremonial brides and former BSA
president. "We're the new generation; we wanted to create a difference and create an atmosphere
where everyone is welcome."
Azad emphasized that anti-gay
sentiments are found only within
the country of Bangladesh and
do not reflect the club's cultural

and religious values.
But Azad went on to say that
some people join the club thinking
the group is conservative because
they believe it will center around
the Islamic religion.
However, this is far from the
case — the group is not only about
learning the religion but also about
learning the culture and is a place
to make friends.

After the speeches, the crowd
participated in the singing of "One
Day" and "Imagine."
Thirteen people stood in front
of the stage, each holding a candle
and a photo of a victim, including
The Ticker's Arts and Style Editor
Benjamin Wallin.
Many people were brought to
tears by the speeches and songs.
Bratman ended the vigil by asking
everyone to be there for one another.
Each speaker emphasized that
the only way to fight hate was to
spread kindness and love.

Chavez even considered using
other day care services in the city
but found them too costly.
"They are very expensive. I had
to attend school part-time just so
I could afford a daycare — that is
until I discovered the center," she
said. "I drop off my little one at the
center around 10 a.m. and then
I head to my classes and library
to study and I can do it without
worrying." The center also offers
grants to parents who are not able
to afford the day care services.
The Baruch Early Learning
Center, located at 104 E 19th St., is
managed by experienced professionals who not only take care of
children but keep them engaged
through various learning activities.
"Ivan, my little one, came
home one day and he was counting numbers in Spanish. I couldn’t
believe it. They also come together
to cook and are very hands-on. He
is constantly learning. I am incredibly happy."
After all her time at Baruch,
Chavez has come to appreciate
many aspects of the learning environment. Her favorite thing is "the
diverse student population. There
are so many different people here
who bring different perspectives
with them. We all approach problems in our own way, which helps
us learn from each other and improve."
She continued, saying, "Being
here also taught me to prioritize.
I learned to efficiently balance my
time between my family, school
and business, a skill I that I plan
[to] utilize at medical school."
As a word of advice to the students at Baruch, she said, "Always look for resources within the
school. You will be surprised at
what you find."
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Threat to birthright citizenship
reveals hypocrisy of Trumpism

I

f you are born in the United States, you are a U.S. citizen. This is
known as birthright citizenship — a right that has been at the heart
of American identity since the Reconstruction Era.
In an interview with Axios last week, President Donald Trump announced that he intends to issue an executive order putting an end to
birthright citizenship. With the termination of birthright citizenship,
children born on U.S. soil from undocumented immigrants would no
longer be protected by the constitutional rights that extend to those
who were born of parents with U.S. citizenship.
This course of action would serve as yet another toxic addition to
Trump's "zero tolerance" immigration policy. It would appear that
Trump and his supporters interpret "Make America Great Again" as
synonymous with "Make America Nativist Again." Trump supporters
claim to cherish the core values of conservatism that made this country
great, yet they expose their own hypocrisy through their support for this
executive order. There's an elephant in the room and it is not the GOP
mascot. It is the 14th Amendment.
The 14th Amendment clearly states that "all persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside."
Killing birthright citizenship is downright unconstitutional. Trump
only holds respect for the Constitution when it conveniently benefits
his worldview. He has no problem keeping the Second Amendment
locked and loaded as the crutch of his argument against gun control, yet
when it comes to the 14th Amendment, the U.S. Constitution is treated
as if it were nothing more than mere tobacco paper. This is not the only
instance in which the consistency of Trumpism goes up in smoke.
Ironically, Trump criticized former President Barack Obama’s executive order, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, for being unconstitutional. This self-serving bias reveals the contradictory nature of
the beliefs held by those who support Trump. Conservatives have long
valued a strict interpretation of the Constitution, and yet Trump only
seems to display his reverence for this sacred document on the issue of
gun control and neglects it on the issue of immigration.
"They’re bringing drugs, they’re bringing crime, they’re rapists"
was the statement made by Trump during the 2016 presidential election that truly awoke the xenophobic sentiment festering beneath the
surface of the American conscience at the time. A large portion of the
public became so receptive to this statement in fact, that they began to
buy into Trump’s populist pandering and soon became hooked on this
"zero tolerance" immigration policy.
However, babies born to undocumented immigrants are not bringing drugs or crime, and they most certainly are not going around raping
women in the name of MS-13. After all, innocent newborns are incapable of committing crimes of any kind. Therefore it would be illogical
to seek an end to their birthright citizenship out of fear of drugs, crime
and rape.
Republicans nowadays often champion the phrase "facts don’t care
about your feelings" in response to liberals who they believe are hypersensitive. This air of intellectual superiority quickly becomes polluted
by the fact that in this instance, Trump and his merry band of MAGA
minions are actually the hypersensitive ones. They have allowed themselves to become easily influenced by their feelings of hatred toward
immigrants. They've fallen victim to their own irrational fear of drugdealing, criminal-rapist, immigrant babies that do not exist.
A significant number of students within the CUNY system are firstgeneration immigrants born of undocumented parents. An end to
birthright citizenship would be a spit in the face of these students working hard to secure a better future for themselves and their families. It
goes against everything conservatives claim to stand for. The ideals of
rugged individualism and freedom are being tainted.
It has become abundantly clear that Trump supporters are pseudoconservatives. They have commited several counts of hypocrisy, all in
the name of their precious blond-haired demagogue. The Ticker does
not endorse this blatant abuse of presidential power and perversion
of American values. The American people elect presidents. We do not
bend to tyrants.

KEVIN VALDEZ | THE TICKER

Constant bashing of mainstream
media will only further polarize

A

click of the TV remote for
the latest in politics has now
morphed into a hunt for the
most trustworthy news source.
According to Nielsen Insights,
Americans spend over 11 hours a
day interacting with various forms
of media. Those 11 hours allow
them to gain perspective on the
current issues that matter the most.
With increased brevity of various
social media news, the ease of access to news is astonishing, with
more and more Americans becoming conscious of the world
around them.
With the three branches of government comes the fourth estate:
journalism. The freedom of the
press stands for believing in what
is right. Media organizations take
pride in publishing different voices,
but the publication of truth is the
matter at hand.
In most recent debates, President Donald Trump’s negative
rhetoric has targeted mass media
organizations. What was once a
regular news story has now become fiery allegations against media organizations for publishing
"fake news."
Trump must stand in disbelief
when reading CNN's motto: "The
most trusted name in news." He
has made it clear that he feels passionate about his attitude of media
organizations with a recent tweet in
which he deemed news to be "the
true enemy of the people."

There's a reason why freedom
of press was set in stone by our
Founding Fathers. So, why is it that
what is supposed to protect us as a
nation is hurting us as a society?
It is not fabrication that is damaging the reputation of mainstream
media, but media bias and negative
rhetoric stemming from our current political climate.
A viral chart on MarketWatch
depicts news organizations and
media companies that skew left or
right, with the middle being a neutral standpoint. This chart tracks
bias, showcasing which organizations come off as more conservative or more liberal.
Of course, all organizations cannot be neutral due to the inevitability of political views and opinions. So, this chart has become an
issue. MarketWatch reported that
this chart influenced Trump to believe that Google "manipulates its
searches to highlight liberal sites,"
further showcasing his mindset for
the media.
This idea of media manipulation that Trump tells the American
people is further driving the country on the road to war, not peace,
with The New York Times even writing that "American politics, rarely
if ever a kumbaya exercise, is now
marked by talk of left-wing mobs
and right-wing nationalism."
This mob fever and nationalistic
mentality are seen in a surge of hate
crimes, 60 percent of which were

anti-Semitic since 2017, as reported by the Anti-Defamation League.
Vocal Trump critics have faced
the heat. In shocking headlines
within the past week, explosives
were mailed to distinguished
political figures such as former
President Barack Obama, former Vice President Joe Biden and
former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. What made this even
more shocking was the package
also sent to actor Robert De Niro,
known for his adamant views
against Trump.
To add fuel to the fire, the Pittsburgh synagogue shooting delved
deeper into the concept of hate
crimes. Eleven people died in the
shooting and suspect Robert Bowers was found to have previously
posted hatred and intolerance for
Jewish culture on social media accounts, as reported by NBC News.
Trump’s constant bashing of the
media is further dividing our nation. The Atlantic provided a recent
tweet of his in which he stated that
he wants to "bring all sides together
in peace and harmony," with the
extraction of news. You cannot take
away what our nation was built
upon.
The power of words is priceless;
as former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg told CNN, "The
president’s words matter."
-Yasmeen Persaud
Corporate Communications ‘22

Asylum-seekers deserve legal counsel
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rian Delarta was shot multiple times in the shoulder
and leg in La Ceiba, Honduras — an event which would have
motivated him to join the migrant
caravan, estimated at its peak to
have around 7,000 people, headed
to the U.S.-Mexico border. Delarta
lived in a neighborhood with "extortion demands from the local
gangs," which made it harder for
him to "make ends meet," as supported by The Guardian. Most of
the people who joined the migrant
caravan were women and children.
In its reporting of the caravan,
The Guardian demonstrated thatthese immigrants faced many challenges. As they continued walking, there were cases of migrants
"routinely targeted for extortion
or kidnapping," and they passed
"through towns which were devastated in last year’s earthquake."
To stop the caravan, President
Donald Trump believes that bringing up to 15,000 troops to the border will secure it. He even tweeted,

"I am bringing out the military for
this National Emergency…They
will be stopped!" So far, the National Guard and the troops have been
told not to "make arrests or carry
weapons, as a general rule."
Trump believes that people participating in the caravan are just
illegal immigrants who will steal
American jobs and cause violence
once they enter the country.
On the contrary, these people
are actually escaping poverty and
violence. In August, Business Insider found that undocumented
immigrants actually commit 50
percent less crimes than American
citizens.
Aside from Trump’s irrational
statements, he also does not understand the federal law of seeking
asylum. According to PBS, "under
federal law, anyone from another
country can seek asylum — and
therefore entry into the US — by
claiming to have fled their countries out of fear of persecution over
their race, religion, nationality, po-

litical opinion, or membership in a
particular social group."
Despite this fact, most asylumseekers will be denied entry to the
United States. However, with legal
representation, asylum-seekers are
more likely to gain entry.
Trump says they should go
through the legal process, but that
takes years. Asylum-seekers are unable to go back home due to the inability to make enough money and
the possibility of death. For now,
there are volunteer nurses and
doctors going to the migrant caravan to help those in need. But there
should also be volunteer attorneys
who are willing to work pro bono
and help asylum-seekers win their
cases.
By pushing families back,
Trump and his delusional rhetoric are forcing them back to their
countries where death is certainly
a possibility.
-Alison Lui
Accounting ‘22
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USG and USS will join
Quirky classes are the future of
forces for a better CUNY the NYC public education system
THE USG REPORT

EMMA JORGENSEN

W

e hope midterms are
wrapping up for all of
you soon! If you have a
chance, take some time to get involved on Baruch College's campus. "Hall-o-week" and "Homecoming" have wrapped up and
brought together students for two
weeks full of fun events.
The University Student Senate
elections were held on Oct. 21. The
Undergraduate Student Government plans to work closely with
USS to help unite CUNY student
governments and to push more
initiatives as a larger force. The
USS would be a great opportunity to connect our undergraduate
population to CUNY-level initiatives and movements.
One of the main issues USG
has seen this year is the outdated
microwaves located on the first
floor and in USG’s own suite, as
well as a possibility for more appliances in other areas of Baruch.
This will be a long discussion because microwaves require certain
energy sources and each microwave needs to fulfill certain CUNY
standards.
That said, come spring semester, we can hopefully look forward
to seeing some new microwaves
around campus. If you have any
suggestions about where we could

put the new microwaves, please
feel free to reach out to any senator
or contact us on Facebook.
USG is spending a lot of time
this year gathering feedback. Our
main driver is the new Public
Opinion Committee, but we also
have other efforts. Our newsletter
and social media have feedback
Google forms.
As for a more public way to get
suggestions, USG will be tabling
on the second floor in the future
to gather direct feedback on Postit Notes from any Baruch students
passing by. This will allow us to
interact with more students and
hopefully pinpoint patterns in issues. Some suggestions we have
received so far are to try to find a
solution for the cafeteria and to try
to improve the gymnasium.
Assistant Vice President Lisa
Edwards came to speak at our
senate meeting on Oct. 16. In her
presentation, she discussed 24 different projects going on at Baruch
and gave USG a little more insight
into the timing and reasoning behind each project. Twenty-four
projects are a huge amount, and
most college campuses have to
handle seven or eight maximum,
so this is a lot to take on. Although
it seems to be a very long road
ahead of us, Baruch will surely be
a better place at the end of all of it.
Please feel free to visit our suite
if you have any questions, comments, concerns or just want to say
hello!
Emma Jorgensen is the executive
vice president of USG. She can be
reached at emma.jorgensen@usgbaruch.com. Her office is located
at 3-276 in the Newman Vertical
Campus.

W

ith the increasing number of after-school options, New York City
public education is changing in
a positive way. Students, while
developing creative potential,
are now exposed to more diverse
classes, such as service dog training, comedy improv, costume
design and filmmaking. David
Simpson, one of the students who
attended Frolic — an after-school
program that teaches children
how to bond with dogs properly
— told The Wall Street Journal that
the program helped him interact with his Sheepadoodle, Nash.
Children learned practical skills
such as staying calm and attaching the puppy’s leash.
"When everyone at school is
speaking one language, and a lot
of your classmates' parents also
speak it, and you go home and see
that your community is different
— there is a sense of shame attached to that. It really takes growing up to treasure the specialness
of being different," said U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor.
In the summer of 2018, Mayor
Bill de Blasio strongly underlined that NYC specialized high
schools — Bronx High School of
Science; Brooklyn Latin School;
Brooklyn Technical High School;
High School for Math, Science
and Engineering at City College;
High School for American Studies at Lehman College; Queens
High School for Sciences at York
College; Staten Island Technical
High School and Stuyvesant High
School — should eliminate the exams to create a diverse population
and to increase the efforts to give
equal opportunities to students in
elementary and middle school.

Many parents are outraged at
the mayor’s plan to remove the
entrance exam — called the Specialized High School Admissions
Test — and even claim that the
state is punishing hardworking
students.
"The exam tests students' potential to perform well in a specialized high school based off
of their English and math skills
and is the only determining factor in admission," said Alejandra
O’Connell-Domenech in a TimesLedger article.
These new changes are expected to mark a turning point in
the NYC education system. Starting this fall, all New York students
started learning about mental
health. In particular, students
are learning how to describe and
cope with their feelings. According to a new law mandated on
July 1, school districts must "ensure that their health education
programs recognize the multiple
dimensions of health by including
mental health and the relation between mental and physical health
in health education."
As the bill espouses, health
education, in fact, should be prioritized over any other education.
This new bill will be implemented
in elementary, middle and high
schools across the state of New
York.
New programs relating to mental health will get rid of the stigma
associated with mental illness,
thus making it easier for students
to open up about their mental issues and also focus on their academics. Although New York is the
first state to put the law into practice, it is predicted that the other
states will follow the steps of the
NYC education system.

"It is the mark of a great democracy to support the arts, which are
an expression of what makes us
human," said the Association of
Art Museum Directors in a statement to The New York Times.
Another quirky course includes the bagpipe, a musical instrument that forms sounds with
the pressure of wind emitted from
a bag squeezed by the player's
arm. Madeline Bender, who is a
founder of Creative Stage, said,
"The bagpipes were so loud that
we’ve been kicked out of numerous rental studios."
Nevertheless, the core value
lies in the fact that the class promotes the arts and increases
children's creativity. A lot of millennial parents are now raising
their children differently; most
of them are looking high and low
for quirkier classes in order to gift
children with new experiences.
Rather charmingly, class ideas
can even be brought up by children. Not all children are the
same, meaning that it is crucial to
form an education system that assists students in finding their own
interests and talents. The NYC education department took its first
step.
The new system, if it persists,
will produce creative and independent individuals in society. In
order for NYC's public education
to be improved in all boroughs,
people should be prepared to accept diversity and be open-minded about the new opportunities
awaiting their children. Being different and paving their own way
should be what is expected of children educated in the city.
-Stacy Kim
Journalism ‘20

US greed never stops: No justice for
Saudi slaughter of American journalist

It's time for Baruch to fix
the registration process

The U.S. government turns a blind eye to the human-rights violations committed by Saudi Arabia.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

T

aking actions to prevent
countries from carrying out
human-rights
violations
sounds like the American thing to
do, just not with Saudi Arabia.
Even though all evidence
points to Saudi Arabia being responsible for the abhorrent murder of Washington Post contributor Jamal Khashoggi, it appears
the country will get a pass from the
United States.
Anyone under the impression
that the butchering of a journalist
abroad will result in reasonable repercussions against Saudi Arabia
needs to take another look at this
75-year alliance.
Since it strictly revolves around
arms and oil, the United States will
not take any serious steps to punish the Saudis. A look inside the
country should warrant sanctions
from the United States, yet there
are none. Saudi Arabia is a theocratic monarchy that has never
had a single elected leader.
The last country in the world to
allow women to vote still does not
allow them to make any major decisions without a male guardian.
This is a nation where atheists are
considered terrorists.
The absurd nature of Saudi laws

If the Saudi slaughter of over
50,000 children in Yemen
won't move the U.S. to
action, it seems unlikely that
Khashoggi's execution will.

are rooted in Wahhabism, which is
the official and dominant version
of Islam. It uses the most ultraconservative, literalist and oppressive reading of the Quran. Saudi
citizens are publicly executed for
adultery, blasphemy and drugs.
In Saudi Arabia, one could also
be publicly executed for things
that don't exist like witchcraft and
sorcery. None of these facts have
ever bothered the United States
despite its "commitment" to combat radical Islam.
The bombing of Yemen by a
Saudi-led coalition has been ongoing for three years now with the
full support of the U.S. government.
If the Saudi slaughter of over
50,000 children in Yemen won't
move our country to action, it
seems unlikely that Khashoggi’s
execution will.
It's hard to publicly condemn
a country for human-rights violations when you are actively
profiting off it. U.S.-made F-15s
and weapons have been used to
destroy hospitals, markets and
school buses in Yemen.
Despite being banned by 119
countries, Saudi Arabia has used
U.S.-made cluster bombs to incinerate cities and villages in the
Middle East. If the United States
actually cared about human
rights, the country would stop
aiding and abetting Saudi Arabia
in the destruction of Yemen.
It is evident that the only thing
that moves U.S. foreign policy is
money. "I don’t like the concept
of stopping an investment of $110
billion into the United States,"
President Donald Trump said after the initial reports of Khashog-

gi's murder emerged.
There should be a Saudi Arabia
investigation regarding Trump,
who registered eight companies
in Saudi Arabia shortly after starting his presidential bid. "They buy
apartments from me," Trump said
on the campaign trail at an Alabama rally. "They spend $40 million, $50 million. Am I supposed
to dislike them?"
Trump's first international trip
was to Saudi Arabia after being
elected, which led to an alleged
$400 billion deal. The United
States still has no ambassador to
Saudi Arabia because Trump's
son-in-law, Jared Kushner, has
personally been handling those
relations ever since he took office.
A recently compiled report by
the Foreign Influence Transparency Initiative found that Saudi
lobbyists also contacted 50 U.S.
senators in 2017, along with another 150 members of Congress.
It's safe to say the Saudis have
their bases covered and get their
money's worth.
If not influence, then Saudi
money has at least created a culture of silence in Washington regarding the country's repeated
human-rights violations. In the
one instance in which sanctions
might actually help what the
United Nations calls 2018's worst
humanitarian crisis in Yemen, the
United States will most likely nod
and look away.
Justice for Khashoggi will not
be served because business has
taken priority over everything, as
usual.
-Pat Sikora
Journalism ‘22

More often than not, students
have difficulty signing up for classes because they either don’t know
how to use CUNYfirst or they aren’t
sure which classes to take. Baruch
should host two workshops per semester that would show students
how to register for classes and also
help them become familiar with
DegreeWorks.
In addition, Baruch should also
make sure that DegreeWorks is
updated on a weekly basis. There
have been times when DegreeWorks does not list all the classes
students need to take in order to
complete their degree and graduate on time. As a result, graduation
dates are delayed and students
take more classes even after they
were already supposed to have
graduated. Even so, the class times
available are inconvenient, especially for students who work.
Approximately a month before registration begins, academic
advisers send out emails that
recommend students make appointments with them in order to
discuss their classes for the following semester. However, these
meetings are not mandatory, even
though they should be. Talking to
a professional about what classes
to take is better than consulting
DegreeWorks, which has proven
to be unreliable at times.
Baruch should also increase
class sizes for certain courses that
get filled up immediately. This will
allow more students to sign up for
classes and will also prevent long
waitlists. Moreover, Baruch should
not wait until the day of or a few
days before registration to put
holds on students' CUNYfirst accounts. This is an inconvenience,

especially for students who do not
have priority registration. Students
will be forced to pay a bill on the
day of, and even so, this takes a few
days to process, depending on the
payment method. They must wait
before the hold is cleared in order
to enroll in classes.
Since technology is not always
reliable, Baruch should consider making registration forms
in which students fill out their
class choices by hand with their
major and minor listed on top.
In this way, students and faculty
will know what classes they have
to take that go toward their major
and minor, therefore reducing the
dependence on DegreeWorks.
For the students who do not
have priority registration, they are
forced to take classes at very odd
times, sometimes on a Saturday,
Sunday or very early in the morning. Public transportation is very
unreliable, especially on the weekends. It is an unrealistic expectation that students who work or
have extracurricular activities will
find time during the weekend to
attend classes.
Baruch profits off this registration system. If students can’t enroll
in classes, they are forced to take
classes over the winter, summer
or take extra classes during the
fall and spring semesters. These
summer and winter classes are
not free; one credit is worth $285.
Therefore, a three-credit course
costs $855. This is expensive and
some students can't afford it. If Baruch wants to maintain its reputation as a four-year college, it must
change the way its students enroll
in classes.
-Brandon Tingle
Financial Mathematics ‘21
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Business
China plants seeds of economic colonialism within Africa
BY CHRISTOPHER SANTOS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Colonialism, in the traditional
sense, was about establishing more
than a presence in a foreign land.
It was about creating a trade path
that was specifically designed with
the colonizer in mind, with the development of the colonized as an
afterthought.
This trade path consisted
of mainly two macroeconomic
trends: to utilize colonized natural
resources to further the colonizers’
complex goods and to provide an
immediate consumer base for the
complex goods that the colonized
couldn’t replicate due to a lack of
machinery and training.
China's involvment in Africa is
the perfect example of economic
colonialism. The country is shifting its investments into African
economies and is gaining more
control over its development and
resources.
With China's recent movements
in Africa — investing over $60 billion in aid and loans — the concept
of China encroaching on Africa's
growth potential and using the
continent to its advantage is not an
unrealistic outcome.
As an economic powerhouse
and one of the most populated
countries on the planet, China
views Africa as a valuable resource
base to further expand its economic growth.
Furthermore, Africa serves as
the perfect growing consumer base
— the continent is unable to replicate the product or price margins
that Chinese companies can easily

offer.
Africa is known for its mining of
rare metals, often at the hands of
overworked children with no safety
equipment.
These precious minerals, which
encompass much more than the
infamous diamond trade, are often a necessity for smartphone
and technological creations. This is
quickly becoming more and more
prioritized as China’s economy
becomes increasingly tech- and
service-based. With Africa's large
stores of gold, cobalt, tin, tungsten
and more, the continent is increasingly valuable as natural resources
are claimed by global technological
conglomerates.
It's interesting to speculate how
China will enter these foreign markets, given that its domestic markets often protect domestic companies with domestic capital.
This is not a reality within Africa,
where both corporate organization
and large-scale capital for economic development are hard to find.
China supplements this with large
aid and loan programs, which increase its presence in foreign markets.
With Africa's history of political
corruption, these programs likely
encourage legislators to write China-friendly legislation for further
mining production.
However, the issue goes beyond
capital and politics. With China's
patriarchal culture and the recent
end of its one-child policy, there is
a surplus of males within China.
Furthermore, property in China
is quickly becoming more unaffordable for many of their low-in-

Ticker Tape

A Financial Briefing by Baruch College’s Investment Management Group
The energy industry is a multifactor industry that is not only affected by the performance of the
many companies within it, but the
price of the commodity that is used
by these companies. The global
benchmark for oil trading is Brent
Crude, and the U.S. benchmark is
West Texas Intermediate.
___________________________
The prices of Brent and WTI
have rallied since the crash to $30
a barrel but have recently undergone some strain. The rally was in
part due to OPEC’s de facto leader
Saudi Arabia working with Russia
to enact supply cuts.
That combined with geo-political tensions — including the death
of Jamal Khashoggi at a Saudi Arabian embassy in Turkey and sanctions announced on March 12 on
Iran, which exports nearly 3.5 million barrels per day — have brought
oil futures to new four-year highs.
________________________
Oil demand is strongly correlated to gross domestic product, and
it is inferred that as GDP increases,
output is increased, meaning a
need for oil. The GDP is globally
threatened specifically with South
Korean GDP, only expanding by 0.6
percent missing the expected 0.7
percent for third quarter.
Slowdown of the global economy has sent shocks to the price of
oil. From the beginning of October,
Brent is down 10.71 percent and
WTI is down 12.48 percent. With
the Federal Reserve set to raise
interest rates again in December
and plans for three more hikes next
year, the decade-long bull run may
be slowing down. There is also a
rise in the U.S. dollar index of 1.44
percent, hurting the demand for

dollar that denominated oil futures.
Recently, Russia has weaned off
its supply cuts and has no intention
of slowing output levels over fear of
undersupply combined with China
and India trying to circumvent U.S.
sanctions on Iran allowing for higher oil supply and hurting futures.
___________________________
The United States has had a
surge in oil production because of
its ability to frack. This allows the
country to drill multiple wells horizontally instead of one well vertically, allowing for more oil production
per well. Allowing the United States
to surpass Russia, as the largest oil
producing nation. The biggest area
for this is the Permian Basin, an oil
field in West Texas, second only to
the Ghawar Field in Saudi Arabia in
production.
This has come with some issues.
The Permian Basin’s rapid increase
of oil production to 3.5 barrels per
day was not accompanied by an
increase in capacity from oil pipelines, which move oil to refineries
to be turned into usable products.
This has caused a supply glut
in the Permian Basin forcing upstream or Exploration and Production companies to sell their oil at
a discount or transport it by rail,
which hurts earnings.
Refineries benefit from this by
acquiring oil at a discount, boosting
earnings. Refineries in the northern
United States currently receive oil
at a discount from Canada. Canada
is a large oil-producing nation that
does not have enough refineries.
Drillers there sell their oil at huge
discounts currently around 60 percent to American refineries.
By Anqin Chen, Nikhil Kumar and
Liam Minerva
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China is using Africa as a way to change the world's trade infrastructure by investing billions into different economies.
come residents who are feeling the
cost-push inflation of urbanization.
Africa, a growing market with huge
investment potential, provided
China with a location to expand
into and provided a solution to
this issue.
Easier investment opportunities are given to Chinese investors

so they can further their business
exploits into Africa. By doing this,
China is seizing more control of African economies, supervising what
money goes in and out.
China's recent actions in Africa follow all the macroeconomic
trends of economic colonialism.
However, the country's usage of

surplus capital acts as the catalyst
to its involvement rather than the
violence associated with colonialism in the past. This accompanied
by the large-scale investment of
China into remaking the world’s
trading infrastructure is putting it
in a good position in the world’s
economy.
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Beyond Mickey: how mice help humans understand addiction
BY NAYERRA ZAHRAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When studying for classes, students often try to find shortcuts
that help them quickly grasp as
much information as possible.
Even though it can be difficult to
achieve that goal, neurologists and
psychologists are finding new ways
to help humans learn more efficiently. For many years, scientists
looked at how the brain learns new
things, but now they are looking at
what the brain chooses to focus on.
Research conducted at Stanford
University, funded in part by the
Wu Tsai Neurosciences Institute’s
Neurochoice Initiative, analyzed
where, when and how the brain decides what to learn.
The study — released Oct. 26 by
assistant professor of biology and
senior author Xiaoke Chen, who
is also a member of Stanford BioX and the Wu Tsai Neurosciences
Institute — may one day help researchers understand how humans
learn and better yet, may assist in
treating drug addictions.
The researchers observed how
the mice understood their surroundings during the experiemnt.
Mice must learn about the sights,
sounds and sensations all around
them, and how the information
they learn changes over time.
From this, researchers gathered
that the paraventricular thalamus,
which usually controls our emotional processing and adaptive responses to stress, serves as a kind
of gatekeeper, making sure that the
brain identifies and tracks the most
salient details of a situation.

“We showed thalamic cells play
a very important role in keeping
track of the behavioral significance
of stimuli, which nobody had done
before,” Chen said. The results are
astonishing, as Baruch College finance major and freshman Samuel
Yusufov stated in an interview with
The Ticker. “Who knew the thalamus can be this sophisticated and
be a huge factor in deciding what
the brain learns,” he said.
In the beginning of the study,
Chen and colleagues used classic
reinforcement to associate specific
odors with either bad or good consequences. Mice were reinforced
to think that one odor meant water
was coming, whereas another odor
conveyed to the mouse that it was
about get a puff of air to the face.
Next, the researchers replaced
the puff of air with a mild electric
shock. As a mouse got shocked,
the team saw that the neurons in
the PVT tracked that change. In the
air-puff phase, two-thirds of PVT
neurons responded to both orders,
and an additional 30 percent were
initiated exclusively by the odorsignaling water.
In contrast, throughout the
electric-shock phase, the balance
shifted. Nearly all PVT neurons responded to the shock, while about
three-fourths of them answered
to both bad and good outcomes.
Once the mice were full by the water, a similar shift occurred. The
mice didn’t need water any longer,
so therefore the PVT responded
less to the water-signaling odor and
more to the air puff-signaling odor.
This implied that the mice were
more responsive to bad outcomes

DAPHNELLY DELACRUZ | THE TICKER

Stanford researchers discovered how the brain decides whether to keep the information it perceives or to do away with it.
than good outcomes. Furthermore,
the results displayed the PVT tracks
identify what is most important in a
particular moment — the good can
outweigh the bad and vice versa.
In additional experiments, the
mice were genetically modified so
the researchers could control the
PVT with light. Using this method,
the team believed it could strengthen learning. For example, the team

wanted to teach mice more quickly
that an odor no longer signaled
water was coming or that another
odor had switched from signaling
water to signaling a shock.
“Neuroscientists also now have
a new way to control learning,”
Chen said.
Learning is a result of feedback.
However, humans and animals
need to have the ability to differen-

tiate what is considered feedback
and what is considered noise. This
experiment can help with cognitive
research tremendously.
According to the Stanford Medical School blog Scope, “They also
point, in the long run, to ways to
help treat drug addiction, Chen
said, by helping addicts unlearn the
association between taking a drug
and the subsequent high.”

Blast from the past: when artificial intelligence grew its tin heart
BY HUGH SHIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Artificial intelligence has always
been a hot topic to discuss. Many
iterations of what could be are portrayed in the media through stories
that describe how questioning the
possibility of artificial intelligence
runs parallel to the anthropological
pursuit of self-identity. While scientific inquiry sparked in the 1950s,
the conception of AI dates much
further back than we’d expect.
The term is noted to have been
coined by John McCarthy in a presentation called the Dartmouth
Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence. However, ancient Indian schools of philosophy
like Charvaka actually used the
term “artificial intelligence” as far
back as 1500 B.C. Even Aristotle described the syllogism of mechanical thought, which is an essence of

AI development.
It was World War II during which
Alan Turing and Grey Walters, two
pioneers of artificial intelligence,
began trading ideas and discussed
the possibility of a mechanical being. Walters would later go on to
build the world’s first robots while
Turing developed the Turing Test,
something the BBC said “set the
bar for an intelligence machine: a
computer that could fool someone
into thinking they were talking to
another person.”
Interestingly enough, the movies we see today regarding intelligent robots are modern interpretations of older science fiction
that helped direct the development of the field. Authors like Isaac
Asimov inspired future roboticists
and scientists by evoking thoughtprovoking and popular visualizations. While Asimov is best known
for his three laws of robotics that

discussed preventing machines
from turning against their creators
— themes that we find in movies
such as The Terminator and I, Robot
— many of his ideas have surprisingly remained relevant in today’s
discussion of AI development, like
the practicality of storing large
amounts of information in order
for machines to be versatile in their
responses to human interaction.
But what often entices investors
into the development of such technology isn’t the philosophically engaging dilemmas that would ensue.
Rather, the prospect of having personal robot servants carry out their
every whim as seen in Alex Proyas’
2004 film I, Robot, which created a
demand for the practical use of artificial intelligence.
Starting as a vision in Dartmouth College in 1965, the development of artificial intelligence
mainly revolved around storage
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Though artificial intelligence is often considered a modern notion, the ideas behind it have been developing for millennia.

versus commands. During those
times, computers were very expensive to maintain and could only follow simple commands to the point
where, according to Harvard University’s Graduate School of Arts
and Science, maintaining a computer could cost $200,000 a month.
The following decades saw a decrease in advancement in the field,
enduring difficult times known as
the “AI Winter.” With millions of
dollars spent and no significant
results for two decades, the U.S.
and British government gradually
pulled funding from the project.
While Japanese visionaries attempted to revitalize AI research in
the late ‘80s, the science faced the
ever-returning problem of computational power. The computers simply were not big enough to
store and compute information.
However, during this same decade,
another breakthrough was made by
John Hopfield and David Rumelhart, who introduced “deep learning techniques” through which
computers mimicked the human
mind by responding based on experience, or, in the case of a computer, responding based on stored
information.
From the 1990s onward, the only
significant advances were seen in
visionary media like 2001’s A Space
Odyssey and the AI, HAL 9000. The
realistic AI painted a hopeful future for high-functioning machines
while also instilling fear in others
about a possible robot invasion.
The development would proceed to
go through phases of “AI Winters”
and inspired breakthroughs as scientists continued to push through.
Artificial intelligence developed
slowly but surely, as technological
advancements continuously compacted calculating capacity into
smaller machines. Interestingly
enough, the coding used today is
the same as the code that was first

introduced decades ago. The only
difference is the obstacle that has
stood in the way of artificial intelligence since the very birth of the
science: computational power.
Scientists have been developing and improving the versatility
of mechanical reasoning and logic,
and even pushing toward the unknown horizons of emotions and
consciousness in machines. They
are hopeful now more than ever
before, knowing that the limits of
science are only the current limitations of technology itself.
The technology we are surrounded by in our everyday lives is
an example of progress that science
has made, but it’s not there yet; artificial intelligence is not the hightech representation that we see in
movies.
Artificial intelligence made its
first debut as IBM’s Deep Blue by defeating a grandmaster chess champion, Garry Kasparov, in a game of
chess. Preliminary robots included
automated vacuum cleaners like
the Roomba but would go on to include robots used in warfare. Mine
detection robots like the PackBot
have been deployed in the thousands in Iraq and Afghanistan, according to the BBC.
Today, the world is churning
out smarter and smarter machines.
From home automation apps that
can lock your doors, turn on lights
and play music, to personal machine-buddies like Alexa, the future
of artificial intelligence is as limited
as our imaginations will allow.
In fact, the next steps toward
artificial intelligence have already
been imagined as companies work
to develop autonomously driven
cars as well as multi-language
conversations for which speech
is translated in real time. The end
goal? To ultimately develop full-intelligence that equals or surpasses
human intelligence.
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How specialists defuse bomb threats
BY ALI HUSSAIN
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

During the week of Oct. 22, 14
potentially explosive devices were
sent to a number of Democratic
leaders and influential figuresm
as well as CNN’s office in New
York City. In the aftermath of the
interceptions of these bombs, the
primary suspect is 56-year-old Cesar Sayoc of Aventura, Florida. The
packages looked simple enough,
with the only defining characteristics being that the manila envelopes the devices were sent in were
wrapped in tape and bound with
bubble wrap. Then arises the question of how a package becomes
classified as a threat.
The idea that pops into many
heads is that of sniffer dogs, based
on their prevalence in movies and
their ability to identify drugs on a
person. However, Marc Lamberty,
a retired bomb squad technician,
refutes this by saying, “A dog is a
[basic] search tool, and I’m above
general search.” Though this may
seem like a prideful remark, that
doesn’t make it any less true. Dogs
are used to find something hidden,
not identify whether a hidden object is threatening or not.
The next logical course of action is also often seen in movies:
bomb squads. And this is where
movies find their mark. Standard
protocol calls for a highly specialized technician, such as Lamberty,
to assess the gravity of the situation and the nature of the package without touching the potential
hazardous product.That’s as far as
movies go in terms of their veracity
and application in real life.
Though most movies show
beads of sweat rolling down a
technician’s face, as the technician
hopelessly tries to decide whether
to cut the blue wire or the red, a
real-life technician uses a remotely

JOEL BAUTISTA | THE TICKER

Bomb squads use everything from X-rays to ion scanners in order to defuse threats.
controlled robot to relay highquality images to the technician.
The first and possibly most important part of the process is the
X-ray, which can reveal a lot about
the package, according to Jimmie Oxley, a chemistry professor
and co-director of the University
of Rhode Island’s Center of Excellence for Explosives Detection,
Mitigation and Response. In reference to the specific bombs that
were sent the week of Oct. 22, Xrays helped determine that they
were pipe bombs. Out of the 460
bomb squads in the United States,
most, if not all of them, have X-ray
available.
After the contents of a suspicious package are determined by
X-rays, a series of chemical tests
can help determine how to properly dispose of the package. Handheld kits for this detection method
come preloaded with chemicals
that change color based on the
residue left over from the type of
explosive device used. If there is
even more residue, further tests
can be run using ion scanners or

even spectrometers, determining
the movement of the molecules
used in the device. To tackle the
perpetual suspicion of a nuclear
threat, responders also assess for
radiation.
Moving forward from knowing the contents of the package,
the threat can either be disabled
or detonated in a controlled environment, which serves the same
purpose as when a bomb explodes
accidentally.
In both cases, shards of glass,
bits of metal and pipes and further
chemical residue can help determine how the bomb works and
how it can be tackled next time a
similar bomb comes to light.
In the case of the recent bomb
threats, for example, the information from the first bomb was used
to determine the nature of the subsequent bombs, and thus made it
easier to dispose of all the devices.
In the case of an explosion, however, since the threat has been negated, it can be safe to search for the
holy grail of these investigations:
fingerprints.
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Big Apple Circus loses its luster without the tint of nostagia
ESTELLE SAAD
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Big Apple Circus, performing at Lincoln Center until Jan. 27,
was the circus of childhood memories. The circus tent, though small,
was decorated with lights. A rainbow of colors and big carnival signs
offered the various food and souvenirs available. A bar was open and
all kinds of carnival foods and heart
attack-inducers were for sale.
Light-up spinning toys were
available for parents who were
suckers for their kids or those who
were simply nostalgic. Those finding the urge to join in on the fun
were able to buy a light-up gizmo
for $18.
The circus costumes were flamboyant and colorful, and each performer had a huge smile plastered
on their face, but the overall performances seemed lackluster.
The show began with performer
Emil Faltyny balancing the frame
of a large metal box on his nose,
which he continued to balance
while standing on and moving up
a metal contraption. He even managed to kick a soccer ball to rest in
the corner of the box after balancing the box on a pole, which, in
turn, was balanced on his forehead.
An ongoing in-between act
storyline of two goofy characters
played by Mark Gindick and Adam
Kuchler — one already a circus performer and the other an aspiring
performer — distracted the audience between sets.
The men played songs on bells
attached to their clothes and employed the audience to help them

recreate a beat by clapping.
In the act Duo Fusion, the incredibly strong Virginia Tuells and
her husband Ihosvanys Perez performed an act in which they were
impressively able to hold each
other’s weight while performing
all sorts of tricks. Tuells was able
to hold up Perez while wearing a
sparkly gold pair of kitten heels,
which definitely added to the act’s
difficulty.

Circuses are often criticized for
animal abuse, and though modern-day circuses strive to get as far
away from that image as possible,
it seemed a bit cruel to watch an
act where dogs practically attacked
their handlers for food and were
being denied it until the animals
performed a multitude of tricks to
the liking of their handler.
The audience was delighted
by the appearances of numerous

JULIANA CRAWFORD

Ihosvanys Perez and Virginia Tuells of Duo Fusion, a husband and wife pair, accomplished balancing feats of impressive strength.

MASTERS OF THE SUN VOL. 1 signals
triumphant return of Black Eyed Peas
YASMEEN PERSAUD
COPY EDITOR

In a time when the music industry is engrossed in explicit mumble
rap, heated rap battles and heavy
instrumentals, the Black Eyed Peas
found a way to perfectly sample
the elegance of hip-hop nostalgia
in their comeback album, MASTERS OF THE SUN VOL. 1, released eight years after the group’s
last LP.
The album acts as a supplement to the band’s Marvel comic,
Masters of the Sun: The Zombie
Chronicles, which was inspired by
ideas from lead member will.i.am
and published in July 2017.
However, it seems as if the album unravels more than just the
story described in the graphic
novel — a buildup to a resolution
of love.
The Black Eyed Peas curate 12
tracks all following the characteristics of duple meter. The beats
are catchy, allowing for any audience to bop their heads to each
succinct pulse.
Although each song produces
different lyrics and instrumental styles, the album united in the
sense of a jazz-infused and oldschool hip-hop-blues style. A different take from past albums, all
song titles are stylized with capitalized names — a sign of power and
importance for the band.
The fourth track on the album,
titled “4EVER,” stands out. The
chorus of the song emphasizes
the idea of song number serving a
particular purpose: “One is for the
love / Two is for the soul / Three's
the magic number / And four is
forever / Five is so alive / And six is
in the mix / So peep, I hope you're
ready for.”

horses, including young foals, as
well as dogs and a piglet. The animal acts under animal presenter
Jenny Vidbel were far from exciting,
with the horses only riding around
the ring for a few minutes and the
dogs simply catching frisbees and
doing basic tricks that may be seen
by a more talented and driven
dog-and-owner pair at any nearby
dog park.
Spicy Circus, a trampoline act,

“4EVER” vows to make an impact on the rap industry forever.
This track demonstrates the band’s
return to the industry as game
changers, and to the world as artists, with the first verse declaring,
“We are the music makers / And
we are the dreamers of dreams,”
a quote from the poem “Ode” by
Arthur O'Shaughnessy famously
referenced by Gene Wilder in the
movie Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.
The Black Eyed Peas found
great success in the music they
released during the 2000s, with
songs like “Let's Get it Started” and
“Boom Boom Pow.” Their music
soared with the vocals of former
band member Fergie, who added a touch of flare from a female
perspective.
Since Fergie’s departure from
the band, the Black Eyed Peas
found a way to make her absence
work in the presence of their creative spiral. They also chose to add
features to this album, enhancing
the voice of other artists through
musical pairing.
While past albums such as
Monkey Business express the vibes
of pop music over intense durations, MASTERS OF THE SUN
VOL.1 is a major change for the
band and a deviation from current musical arrangements in the
rap industry.
Popular rap artists, such as
the band Migos, have evolved
2018 with their firm hold on
mumble rap.
The instrumentals tend to
speak for the artists in mumble rap
songs, while the Black Eyed Peas’
newest release demonstrates precise lyrical arrangement more than
anything else.
The explicit lyrics commonly

found in rap songs and rap battles
are not found scattered in MASTERS OF THE SUN VOL.1.
Eminem and Machine Gun Kelly’s recent rap beef — seen in the
songs “Not Alike” and “Rap Devil,” respectively — employed the
use of explicit language to a large
extent, creating a sense of dissonance. But the Black Eyed Peas, although discussing issues common
in American society nowadays,
found a way to avoid the tension of
the rap industry.
With the consonance they provide, they also aim to change the
way people look at America today.
The word “love” is repeated on
multiple tracks, and it is no wonder why the Black Eyed Peas chose
to end their album with a final,
straightforward track titled, “BIG
LOVE.” This song acts as a summary of the entirety of MASTERS
OF THE SUN VOL.1.
“BIG LOVE” discusses the dissatisfaction of the political atmosphere in America, with special
attention being paid to political
leaders. Will.i.am opens the song
with a verse that includes the lyrics, “Our leaders are embarrassing
/ I think they need some parenting
/ Tell me why they're playing with
the fire and the kerosene.”
However, the song’s positive
uproar is brought to light in the
chorus: “All that we're made of / Is
big, big love.”
The Black Eyed Peas have demonstrated that they are the true
connoisseurs of the hip-hop genre
in MASTERS OF THE SUN VOL.1.
The album is a change from the
current energy in the rap industry
and the inclusion of political issues
further demonstrates their brilliance in being the true “dreamers
of dreams.”

began the second half of the show,
in which performers jumped from
a higher platform onto the trampolines and did a variety of tricks and
coordinated dance moves. The act
was light and fun.
The finale, which was the trapeze act of the Flying Tuniziani,
was less than impressive, considering the short distance the artists
had to go across and the repetitious
nature of their stunts. Each performer did essentially the same basic trick twice, though the second
time was in a more rapid motion.
The final stunt was nothing to
go home and rave about. Ringmaster Stephanie Monseu claimed it
had only been accomplished by
two people in the world, including
Ammed Tuniziani, the performer
displaying it for the audience that
day. On his second attempt, Tuniziani was able to demonstrate the
quadruple somersault, to his — as
well as the audience’s — relief.
After the show, audience members were available to meet and
greet performers in the front of
the tent.
The Big Apple Circus, despite
having filed for bankruptcy a little
over a year ago and remaining unstable, has kept close to its roots.
The acts have not improved their
performance as much as one might
have expected, but nostalgia for
childhood might persuade patrons to see the circus with their
friends or kids. It is doubtful that
they would return for another
go. Some things are left better in
memory and in this case, the Big
Apple Circus definitely didn’t meet
expectations.

Bearcat makes beats
while studying business
BENJAMIN WALLIN
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

“I don’t know where I go, but I
don’t lay low, no no no no no no.”
Gabe Ayzenberg doesn’t want to
be boxed in. His language is littered with the slang words of club
songs, his hair tousled and eyes
tired. A Baruch College sophomore currently majoring in business, Ayzenberg makes music in
his spare time, putting out tracks
under the pseudonyms “traplordgabe” and “G-Trill.”
On his SoundCloud, Ayzenberg classifies the eight tracks
he’s released over the past year
as hip-hop and rap, though he offers, “That’s for people to find out
themselves, you know, what kind
of category it is.” In his latest track,
“Oh My,” the student artist sings,
“Oh my, I’m just gonna grind /
Never gonna stop ‘till I go and get
what’s mine.”
It is an oft-remarked fact that
Baruch is both a commuter school
and a primarily business-oriented
place of education, where finding
a connection to the arts can be
difficult. However, for those who
are interested, opportunities can
be found. Ayzenberg sometimes
spends time in the WBMB Radio
club suite, but his music creation
happens outside of that space.
Ayzenberg appreciates the
collaborative aspects to creating
music, but he says, “There is no
community with this shit. It’s not a
club; you can’t join it. If you could,
that would be easy.” He takes inspiration from the artists around
him in the various music interests they have: “It’s kind of like
the world gives it to you.” When
it comes to working with others,
Ayzenberg prefers a producer over

a songwriter as he looks for other
creators he can help and who can
help him back.
As “G-Trill,” Ayzenberg releases
tracks that tend to fit a similar pattern: Open with a unique piece
of music — usually based in high
electronic pitch — for about 15
seconds, followed by a looped
track with a regular beat, accompanied by sound effects and vocal
trills, while Ayzenberg recites lyrics with wordplay and quick bursts
of rhyme.
“Take a second / Take a look
/ Read me like a book / Are you
shook / That you should just buy a
Nook,” he raps on “Gang With Me,”
his most-viewed song on YouTube,
with over 500 hits. Ayzenberg’s
music has a modest following —
his highest social media metric
can be found in his 1,924 Instagram followers — but he’s still
moving. “I’m doing it now and I’m
gonna do it forever and I’m only
getting better,” he says.
What moves Ayzenberg in his
music? “I have no clue,” he responded. “I just say how I feel
and I say what I believe and I say
what I know, and if you fuck with
it, cool.” There’s not much money
to be made in the music, though
Ayzenberg has music available on
iTunes and Spotify. Music is a way
for him to do what he loves and
seek a sense of truth.
For the future, he doesn't have
much of a plan. “If you keep your
enthusiasm, you’re only going to
become relevant,” he says. “Your
shit could be trash, but if you’re
relevant, like, people are listening
to your s--- because you’re relevant.” For Ayzenberg, relevance
is about name recognition and
finding a space where his voice is
sought out. He’s on his way.
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Indian and Sri Lankan dancers joined together on a stage by The Met's Temple of Dendur, harkening back to an ancient time and the origins of Hindu dance, as seen in cultural records from the distant past.

Met features vibrant show Samhara, fusing cultures through dance
ERIK KANTAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In Hindu custom, the art of
dance transcends the common
interpretation of being merely a
physical form rooted in entertainment.
The origins of South Asian
dance can be traced back thousands of years, where dancers are
pictured on caves praising to gods
with their dramatic representations of religious themes. To this
day, sculptures depicting dance
reside in temples, attesting to the
spirituality and importance of the
art form.
As part of the MetLiveArts programming, The Metropolitan Museum of Art put on a performance
of Hindu dance titled Nrityagram:
Samhara Revisited, on Oct. 27 and
28.
To curate a performance that
maintains the level of ancient spirituality it deserves, The Met laid a
stage beneath the towering columns of The Temple of Dendur.
The temple is part of the worldfamous Egyptian exhibit, placing
a historically rich ensemble in the
midst of ancient walls, rather than
subjecting the performance to a
concert hall. This was a tasteful
touch, transporting the audience
to a setting that escaped the confines of conventional New York
entertainment.
Adding another layer to the

Samhara program, the Nrityagram
Dance Ensemble, hailing from
India, graced The Met with the
prestigious Sri Lankan Chitrasena
Dance Company. The audience
was treated to a fusion of two different styles, united by vivid color
and raw expression in every step. In
Sanskrit, samhara means drawing
together or a braid — a fitting title
for an event aiming to highlight a
relationship between two ancient
dance traditions.
Odissi, showcased by the Nrityagram Dance Ensemble, originated
in Orissa, India, as a sacred ritual
fit only for dedication to the gods,
typically performed exclusively by
women.
The members of Nrityagram
live together in a village devoted
to spirituality and dance, awaking
to the practice of yoga every morning to balance themselves mentally
and physically before they undertake their long day of dance.
Kandyan, a style of dance championed by the Chitrasena Dance
Company, was founded in the
north of native country Sri Lanka.
Traditionally practiced by males, its
percussive nature was invented by
shamans as an exorcism ritual, but
at The Met, women took the stage,
their colorful, flowing saris whipping through the air, possessed by
the rhythms of the beating tabla.
“Grant us the vision to behold
you from within,” said the chanter,
and the first act, titled Arpanam

continued with a prayer to invoke
the benevolence of goddess Parvati — the Hindu goddess of fertility, love and devotion, as well as of
divine strength and power — and
seek her blessings.
Without hesitation, melodious chants filled the air as women
dressed in vibrant color gravitated
to the stage for a movement incorporating the five elements: earth,
water, fire, air and aether.
Immediately, their expertise
was evident. With every foot movement, bell anklets rung in lockstep
with the musicians seated to the
right of the stage. Along with their
bells, foot stomps and slaps forced
the audience to re-evaluate their
understanding of the human form.
It appeared in this moment that
these graceful moving figures were
also musical instruments, adding to
the depth and range of the accompanying quartet, and challenging
how dance could be interpreted.
The second act, Shivashtakam,
or An Ode to Shiva, was introduced
with a poem recited about Shavasana, the peaceful, meditative practice of yoga that unites mind and
body. A calm approach was taken
to the stage as Bijayini Satpathy,
Surupa Sen and Pavithra Reddy devoted their offering to Shiva.
Demonstrating complex tempos, the band provided a pedestal
for the dancers to shine on as they
effortlessly executed masterful yoga-inspired movements.

Always lined up in geometric
positions, the dancers struck different balancing poses all simultaneously, heightening the tension and
overwhelming the emotion and
eyes of the viewer. Then suddenly,
at its peak, a dancer was removed,
establishing an incredible range
in dynamic as the chaos returned
to normalcy.
The third act, Krishna’s Lament,
was a poem from the Gita Govinda,
interpreted through facial expressions and gestures — ghava and
mudra, respectively — in solo performance by Sen, Nrityagram’s artistic director.
Written in Sanskrit in the 12th
century by the poet-saint Jayadeva,
the Gita Govinda is a romantic ballad about the immortal love of Radha and Krishna. It is a song of love
and longing that reflects the Vaishnava belief that all human kind is
feminine energy — called Radha —
constantly seeking union with the
one male godhead — Krishna.
Radha sees the eternally charming and uncommitted Krishna frolicking with a multitude of women,
and is, once more, brokenhearted.
Due to the intimate setting —
only four rows of spectators — Sen
lured the audience with her dense
eyes, saturated with intensity, as
if her pupils had taken on a life of
their own, and appeared to dance
for the audience. Whether Sen was
on the verge of tears, or in a state
of confusion, the focus of her ex-

pression delivered her emotions
to whoever locked onto her eyes,
proving the dancer a master storyteller as she drew the audience into
the experience with her.
Alap, the fourth and final act,
was a riveting finale highlighting
both Odissi and Kandyan dance.
A direct contrast to the solitude of
the previous act, all the dancers
stormed the stage, while the raging
drums ignited a controlled fury of
buildup.
As dancers leaped and twirled,
the stomps grew louder and heavier, vibrating the chests of the audience; the excitement onstage was
climbing.
Dancers shared smiles with
partners while they spun around
one another, as if they were taken
back to a period of youth, during which the social implications
of The Met never existed and they
were free to dance for themselves.
The synchrony — rather than
that of a rigid Radio City Rockette
— seemed to be bound in the most
natural, effortless way: through
mind and spirit. The physical differences between Sri Lankan and
Indian approaches became more
obvious as the companies shared
the stage.
Instead of division, it created a
sense of unity between each of the
performers, as a wild fusion of colors mixed in front of the audience.
Harmony in its essence was on
display.
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The death of FilmStruck creates a void for all film enthusiasts

BENJAMIN WALLIN
On Oct. 26, Turner Broadcasting System Inc. announced the
shutdown of FilmStruck, a streaming service for classic, foreign, arthouse and other films, to occur on
Nov. 29.
The service has been active
since November 2016, offering
one-of-a-kind streaming access to
films from the Criterion Collection,
Turner Classic Movies archives
and — as of this year — the Warner
Bros. archive of films. The service
was a boon to cinephiles and those
who were willing to try it, offering
foundational films, master classes,
commentaries and other sort of
special features that could welcome all forms of film-lovers into
the fold.
Sure, there will always be other
streaming services, but no other
has quite the selection that FilmStruck offered, where, on a whim,
any viewer could come across and
stream any number of beautiful or
classic films such as Jacques Demy’s The Umbrellas of Cherbourg.
Serving as a solid case study in
what made FilmStruck as great as it
was, Cherbourg is a beautiful film,
the kind movie-viewers of all walks
deserve to stumble across. FilmStruck users could have stumbled
across it through a highlighted
collection of Demy's films, while
scrolling through the musical category or by sifting through the entries in the collection “Blue Christmas,” offering a “holly, jolly, melancholy, festive season.” Aside from a

rental or purchase, Cherbourg is
not available in any other form of
streaming.
Cherbourg was released in 1964,
packed to the brim with vibrant colors and passionate, melodramatic
music. An inspiration for 2016’s La
La Land — a good film, but by no
means comparable — Cherbourg
doesn’t have a single word unsung.
As in opera, even questions about
regular versus super gasoline or
what kind of umbrella to purchase
are all delivered via song, written
by Demy and composed by Michel
Legrand. Cherbourg’s original theatrical trailer, featured as an extra to
stream, had no trouble finding music, with an extensive soundtrack to
choose from.
In an interview for French TV

program Cinépanorama — another special feature available on
FilmStruck — Demy is asked, “Why
ask people to sing when they have
no reason to?” He offers that it’s a
natural form of expression to sing,
and to a follow-up question, he answers, “Why not? It would make life
more pleasant.”
Pleasant would be the word to
describe the impression of Cherbourg’s world, its story aside. Legrand’s soundtrack often focuses
on jazz styles that feel upbeat, as
gas station attendants compare
evening plans or even as an umbrella store owner describes her
financial woes. Colors pop out and
should make viewers thankful for
the restoration that was performed
to bring the visuals back to the

way they were meant to be seen in
1964 from their degraded quality
over time.
The inhabitants get less of a
chance to enjoy the world, though.
Guy and Geneviève, played by the
charmingly rugged Nino Castelnuovo and the sweet Catherine
Deneuve, respectively, are in love,
but there’s a lot in their way. Geneviève’s mother disapproves of a
marriage between her 17-year-old
daughter and the 20-year-old man,
who quickly gets shipped off to
fight in the Algerian War. Geneviève’s mother, owner of the shop
Umbrellas of Cherbourg, is also
struggling financially and hoping
to find a better match for Geneviève’s future. The stakes may seem
low, but Cherbourg plays out as

COURTESY OF FILMSTRUCK AND CRITERION COLLECTION

FilmStruck offered restored versions of such films as The Umbrellas of Cherbourg for viewers to discover and stream.

melodrama, where every little bit of
emotion is turned into life-or-death
situations.
This genre works well for the
film, where everything is amplified, heightened significantly. The
girl with the platinum blonde hair,
so brightly restored, tearfully asks
her man to stay, not to leave. They
embrace in front of a shockingly
pink wall, Legrand’s excellent score
swelling full of tragedy.
Everything matters significantly, and the emotions sting so much
more because of it. For such a powerful and beautiful film, the kind
of emotions that come are worth
the pain.
Without FilmStruck, home
viewers are at a significant disadvantage for finding films as powerful as Cherbourg, so significant and
earth-shattering. The closest service available to those who seek the
benefits of FilmStruck is Kanopy, a
streaming website free for certain
college students and library patrons, which includes a selection of
certain Criterion Collection films.
Cherbourg is available to request
for a college library through Kanopy, but not as a regular streaming
pick.
Even with other options, there is
no site with a comparable catalog
to that of FilmStruck.
It is not melodramatic to consider the death of FilmStruck to be
a major loss; such a streaming service was of deeply significant value
to anybody who was willing to try
something new, to explore the artform of film.
Where else could viewers stumble across such works as F for Fake,
Breathless, Cléo from 5 to 7, Stalker, the films of Akira Kurosawa or
Pierre Étaix, insight on Abbas Kiarostami’s work with landscape or
the 25-movie collection of Zatoichi
films? The loss of the service is a
loss for all.

Yorke experiments on soundtrack for ballet horror film Suspiria
MIGUEL MODESTO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For more than two decades,
Thom Yorke, Radiohead frontman,
has captivated listeners by introducing them to new sounds that
are sometimes polarizing. As a result of the constant experimentation found on Radiohead and solo
albums, it’s no surprise that he’s
managed to stay relevant for such a
long time.
As an artist, Yorke is no stranger
to change. Now, on his first-ever
soundtrack — for Suspiria, a remake
of the 1977 horror film of the same
name — Yorke treats fans to a double album filled with ambient music
and politically charged lyrics.

Creating a soundtrack for a
movie may seem like a simple
task for someone like Yorke. His
bandmate Jonny Greenwood has
found major success in producing soundtracks for Paul Thomas
Anderson films such as There Will
Be Blood, with an Oscar nomination for Phantom Thread. When
it comes to Suspiria, the original
film’s soundtrack was composed
by progressive rock band Goblin to wide acclaim. Yorke had big
shoes to fill.
It’s extremely easy to see that
most of the songs on Yorke’s
soundtrack to the 2018 film will become fan favorites. The ballad “Unmade” contains some of Yorke’s
best singing ever put to record, and

even instrumental pieces such as
“Volk” have unique song structures
that keep the listener engaged. The
strange noises on “The Universe
is Indifferent” are made up of intricate parts, examples of what is
found throughout the entire album.
Every track has something unique
to offer, and for an album that runs
for over an hour and 20 minutes,
that’s a good thing.
This soundtrack is not for the
faint of heart. The album constantly
challenges listeners with nonlinear song structure and ambient
noises that one might find on a Brian Eno record. Noises are thrown
left and right due to the scenes they
are accompanying.
There are times in which certain

tracks may drag on for long, such as
the 14-minute “A Choir of One,” but
listeners who dedicate time to the
soundtrack will find the many surprises it has to offer hidden away in
each piece.
Though there are many purely
orchestral pieces, the tracks that
offer lyrics don’t disappoint in
terms of content. However, these
songs do fall short in comparison to other lyrical efforts made
by Yorke on previous albums. On
“Has Ended” and “Unmade,” Yorke
sings about change but is extremely
vague and lacks substance. In a
way, it may be too much to expect
from a soundtrack for a horror film
about ballet.
Although the soundtrack has

COURTESY OF AMAZON STUDIOS

Luca Guadagnino's horror film about ballet is accompanied by the creative tones of Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke, full of melancholic vocals and soft piano music.

the common characteristics of
Yorke’s musicianship, such as the
melancholic vocal delivery, politically charged lyrics and hints of soft
piano, listeners will be pleasantly
surprised to find new approaches
in Suspiria’s music. The use of a
choir found in “Sabbath Incantation” and “The Conjuring of Anke”
gives an insidious atmosphere to
the soft and subtle pieces, while
guitar is used effectively in “Open
Again” in giving the song a dreamy
quality.
One of the best things to take
away from the album is how much
Yorke reinvents himself. This
soundtrack sounds nothing like an
alternative rock album from Radiohead or an electronica album, as
one might expect from the artist.
Taking inspiration from previous
soundtracks for movies such as
Blade Runner, Yorke is able to create a world that compliments the
movie he is scoring.
The scary and creepy nature
of the music is fitting for Suspiria’s horror. Not only that, but
this entire soundtrack will most
definitely stand out in Yorke’s solo
discography.
Under the direction of Luca
Guadagnino, it’s no surprise that
this soundtrack is such a departure for the musician. Change is
not uncommon for Yorke fans, who
are always excited to see what he
might do next.
One can only hope that Yorke
continues to surprise listeners left
and right. The lyrics found on this
album, leaving little to be desired,
possibly foreshadow what’s in store
for fans in the future, as Yorke plans
to release a solo project in 2019.
It’s unclear whether Yorke will
continue his stripped back and
spacious approach to music, as
found on the Suspiria soundtrack.
But one thing is for certain — he is
not going anywhere anytime soon.
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Sports

Damage done:
Red Sox 'Pearce' Dodgers' hearts, win 2018 World Series

WWW.TWITTER.COM

Led by eventual MVP journeyman Steve Pearce, a solid starting rotation led by Chris Sale and David Price and one of the best lineups in baseball, the Red Sox soundly beat the Dodgers and win the 2018 World Series.
BY EVAN LEWIS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

WWW.SPORTINGNEWS.COM

For the fourth time in 14 years,
the Boston Red Sox are World Series champions. They capped off
an MLB-best 108-wining regular
season record over the Los Angeles Dodgers that was never really
in doubt. The Sox won the series in
five games, thanks to timely hitting
and strong pitching performances
by nearly everyone on the roster.
Their lone loss came narrowly in
Game 3’s 18-inning marathon.
The crushing defeat had the
potential to turn the series in the
Dodgers’ favor, but the Sox refused
to let that happen. They responded
the next night by overcoming a 4-0
deficit late in the game to pull a 9-6
victory.
Fans all across the league could
see that this Boston team was different from any that had come before it. Team owner John W. Henry
and longtime team broadcaster Jerry Remy both declared that this is
easily the best Sox team of all time.
With the way they’ve dominated
the entire league in 2018, it’s hard
to debate that.
The Sox coasted through all
three rounds of the playoffs, only
losing three games in October.
Their convincing series wins over
the 100-win New York Yankees, the
103-win Houston Astros and backto-back NL champion Dodgers

proved to all of baseball that this
squad is stacked from top to bottom.
The Sox benefited big time from
nearly every player on the roster,
including some pleasant surprises.
Light-hitting center fielder Jackie
Bradley Jr. only hit .234 in the regular season but still managed to
knock in 9 RBIs to help dethrone
the Astros in the ALCS and earn
him the series MVP award.
In the next round, midseason
acquisition and eventual World
Series MVP Steve Pearce, a 36-yearold journeyman, provided some offensive pop with three huge home
runs that lifted his team to a championship in Los Angeles.
Throughout the postseason, the
Sox benefited in unanticipated success from plenty of sources. Aside
from the usual stars like Mookie
Betts and J.D. Martinez, the Sox
were able to get the best out of lesser-known talents like Ryan Brasier,
Nathan Eovaldi, Eduardo Núñez,
Brock Holt, Eduardo Rodríguez,
Joe Kelly and more when they were
called upon to step up.
Even David Price, the former albatross of Massachusetts, emerged
at last as the ace Bostonians envisioned when the team inked him
to a massive contract several years
ago.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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PSG supremacy continues with win over Olympique de Marseille
BY WEN XI CHEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In one of the fiercest rivalries
in Europe, the competitive balance in Le Classique has been onesided since Paris Saint-Germain
F.C. was acquired by Qatar Sports
Investment.
When Orange Vélodrome was
renovated before the summer of
2016, Olympique de Marseille
thought that the stadium, aside
from the matches in the UEFA European Championship, was built
for this sort of occasion.
Marseille failed to register a
point in each of the five matches at
the Vélodrome after its expansion
project started.
On Sunday, Oct. 28, with the financial gap between the two teams
continuing to widen, there was no
difference after the final whistle.
The game was tied, at least on
the scoreline, when PSG introduced Kylian Mbappé in place of
Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting. The
stadium greeted him with deafening jeers.
What followed, though, was a
deafening silence.
As Marseille tried to launch
an attack in the midfield, Julian
Draxler intercepted Morgan Sanson, whose possession was delivered to Ángel Di María. The Argentine released Mbappé with a
through-ball.
The 19-year-old World Cup
winner only needed his first three
touches after the substitution to
dash past another 19-year-old
French youth international, Boubacar Kamara, and shot the ball past
Steve Mandanda, who has already
suffered 15 defeats against PSG.
Mandanda would have to pick
up the ball from the net again at
the dying minutes in the additional
time when Marseille was trying to
equalize. The transition from PSG

WWW.COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG

PSG's domination of Olympique de Marseille doesn't seem to be ending anytime soon, as the team only continues to succeed.
was so quick, so slick, that Marseille just looked flustered. In the
end, Draxler tapped in a mishit
from Neymar.
PSG won its 11th match after
Sunday night and tied the record
of Tottenham Hotspur in 19601961 for the best start in a topflight
league in Europe.
Near the end of the game, Mandanda, after saving a shot from
Thomas Meunier, instead of reorganizing the defense or elevating the morale, he seemed to look
down and hold a facial expression
of helplessness and frustration.
That is not unreasonable because after Marseille last won
the Ligue 1 title, the team always
seemed to be on a path of soulsearching to nowhere even though
it reached the UEFA Europa League
final last season, losing to Atlético Madrid. That was the closest

the club has been to a Champions
League spot.
Élie Baup led the Southern
French club to the Champions
League after missing out in the
2012-2013 season but did not even
secure a point in its group, andMarseille has been missing out
ever since.
Frank McCourt, who now owns
Marseille, may have improved the
financial state of the team and instilled a more stable management,
but it still does not look secured in
terms of qualifying for the premier
club competition.
He made some investments after acquiring the club, but some
of the most reliable players had
either played for the club before or already been on the team
beforehand.
Florian Thauvin is the shining
star of the team, having won the

Trading places: Hectic trade deadline
reshapes entire NFL playoff outlook
BY RAY MAURER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Multiple star players found new
homes on Oct. 30 as the NFL trade
deadline took place at 4 p.m. A few
teams felt that they needed some
help and made big moves to show
the locker room they are all in on
this season, while other teams signaled their clear intentions to rebuild after struggling thus far.
The New York Giants started
off trade season by shipping off Eli
Apple and Damon Harrison away
this weekend. The New Orleans
Saints gave up a fourth-round pick
to bolster their secondary by acquiring Apple. Apple was a wasted
investment by the Giants in the first
round a few years ago. After being
a problem in the locker room and
unproductive on the field, it was
time to move on. But the Saints believe a fresh start will turn the cornerback’s career around.
As for Harrison, he was the most
productive run stopper in the NFL
over the last few years and beloved
in the organization. With a hefty
contract and two rising stars at defensive tackle in Dalvin Tomlinson
and B.J. Hill, the Giants decided to
move Harrison’s contract.
The Houston Texans suffered
a huge loss at wide receiver when
Will Fuller tore his ACL. They immediately acted upon the loss and
addressed the void via trade. Houston acquired longtime Denver
Broncos wide receiver Demaryius
Thomas in exchange for a fourthand seventh-round pick. Thomas
will bring a veteran presence to a
young Texans team chasing a division title.
For the Broncos, this move
opens the door for rookie Courtland Sutton to take over the outside
receiver role.

World Cup with France in the summer. Dimitri Payet, who missed
out on the World Cup, is on the
same level.
Adil Rami may be on the squad,
but he was treated more like the
mascot of the team — teammates
touched his mustache before the
game, similar to the ritual of kissing Fabien Barthez’s bald head in
the 1998 World Cup-winning team
— rather than a true contributor to
the defense.
One of the main investments
McCourt made was Kevin Strootman, previously a player of A.S.
Roma.
He is a towering midfield presence, but his best may have passed
since he has not been the same
after an injury in the midst of his
breakout season in Rome.
This acquisition is more of the
same of Rami, Kostas Mitroglou

and Valère Germain, who won the
league with AS Monaco FC and
Mbappé in 2017.
Marseille bought those players
after the most valuable periods of
their careers.
The fact that PSG has bought
Mbappé and wrested Neymar from
Barcelona, one of the most powerful clubs in the world, showed the
difference in clout and stature between Les Parisien and the rest of
the league.
L’Équipe's
headline
read,
"Mbappé Punit l’OM," which translates to "Mbappé punished l’OM."
This is definitely not the first time
the teenager has been on the front
page of the French sports daily.
The sky is the limit for the Paris
native. His form is as good as the
best two players on the planet — Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo
— having scored 10 goals already
this season, topping the scorers’
chart in the top-5 leagues.
Before he came on, though, Paris had failed to score. That was the
first time that PSG could not score
in the first 60 minutes of the game
this season.
This underlines the reliance on
Mbappé, but this win could galvanize Thomas Tuchel’s team to
recapture its form before the midweek debacle against S.S.C.
Napoli, which probably deserved to win more than PSG to
draw, when it actually worked hard
to match the German’s tactical intensity in Ligue 1.
Marseille is on a 17-game winless run against its mighty rival in
the north and seemed to only be
able to reclaim its status when, one
day, it can defeat PSG.
For now, though, the biggest
interruption Marseille can offer
PSG only seems to be the ones that
happen in the game when its fans
shamefully threw bottles and coins
at Neymar.

The Bearcat Beat: Baruch
soccer, volleyball earn
semifinal playoff wins

ATHLETICS.BARUCH.CUNY.EDU
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The Eagles hope Golden Tate will be the answer to their many offensive woes.
The rich got richer when the
undefeated Los Angeles Rams
added push rusher Dante Fowler
Jr. from the Jacksonville Jaguars
right before deadline. The Jaguars
have a loaded defensive line between Yannick Ngakoue and Calais
Campbell, and they felt it was time
to part ways with Fowler.
For the Rams, the new addition to the team will bring extreme
depth on the defensive line in a
season for which they are clearly
all in. Fowler has all the talent to
be a dominant pass rusher but
struggled to thrive in Jacksonville’s
defensive scheme.
A more questionable move was
the Green Bay Packers trading safety HaHa Clinton-Dix to the Washington Redskins. The Packers did
invest high draft capital in the last
two years adding Kevin King, Josh

Jackson and Jaire Alexander, but
Clinton-Dix was a main constant in
their secondary. The Redskins add
the free safety to a defense that has
been overperforming this season.
Lastly, the Philadelphia Eagles shocked everyone by adding
Golden Tate to their receiving core.
The Detroit Lions had a log jam at
receiver with Kenny Golladay and
Marvin Jones, so they were able to
acquire a third-round pick for Tate
to possibly address other needs in
the draft.
The Eagles now have a dominant duo in Alshon Jeffery and Tate
outside for Carson Wentz to utilize.
The Eagles and Redskins will be in
a two-horse race for the NFC East
this year.
With some big names in new
uniforms, the rest of the season will
be interesting to watch.

However, this year is looking
more on the up for the Bearcats,
with their second-place finish and
their quarterfinal round bye. Their
semifinal match against Lehman
College was originally scheduled
for Oct. 27, but due to weather
conditions, the game was postponed to Oct. 30. The Bearcats
defeated Lehman College 2-0 to
secure a CUNYAC championship
game berth.
The women’s volleyball team
has also concluded its regular
season after it traveled to SUNY
Oneonta to participate in the college’s Dig Pink Invitational. The
Lady Bearcats had a rough weekend, as they lost all three games.
Their regular season record finished at 11-18, with a CUNYAC
record of 5-3, which tied them for
third in the standings.
Prior to the trip to Oneonta,
the volleyball team matched in its
final CUNYAC game of the season
with the College of Staten Island.
The Bearcats swept the CSI Dolphins 3-0 in what was their most
important game of the season.
The win guaranteed that Ba-

ruch would host its quarterfinal
match at home in the ARC Arena.
This quarterfinal match took
place on Oct. 30 at 6 p.m. against
CSI. Baruch won the matchup 3-0
and moved on to the semifinal
round.
Baruch’s men's and women’s
cross-country teams competed
the last weekend of October at Van
Cortlandt Park in the CUNYAC
finals, where the men’s team finished third out of eight schools
and the women finished fourth out
of ninth.
The men were led by freshman
Noah Bloomberg and sophomore
Victor Carrano, who finished ninth
and 11th in the race, respectively.
The women were led once again by
Wendy Gonzalez, who placed first
in the race and was named CUNYAC Senior College Most Valuable
Runner.
After the meet, both teams
honored their graduating racers
who have dedicated their hard
work and time to perform their
best each and every year.
Both teams’ next races took
place during the ECAC Regional
Finals on Nov. 3 in Milton, New
York.
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The Rangers are off to one of their slowest starts in recent history and don't look to be getting any better. The team hopes to right the ship before it's eliminated from playoff contention earlier than expected.

Rangers lose winnable games against struggling competition
BY FELIX MALAMUD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Despite some early season
struggles, the New York Rangers
had a favorable schedule this week
against winnable teams. After having a decent previous week, in
which they defeated the red-hot
Colorado Avalanche and earned
a hard-fought point against the
defending Stanley Cup champion
Washington Capitals, the Rangers
were set to take on the Florida Panthers, Chicago Blackhawks and Los
Angeles Kings.
The Rangers faced off against
the Panthers at home on Oct 23.
The Panthers entered the contest
having won just once in their first
six games. Rangers' backup goaltender Alexandar Georgiev got
his second start of the season and
hoped to put on a much better
performance than his seven-goal
disaster against the Carolina Hurricanes a few weeks ago.
But the Panthers had the Rangers' number in the first period,
outshooting them 14-5 and even
taking a 1-0 lead thanks to Vincent
Trocheck. Trocheck rifled a wristshot from the right side that sailed
past Georgiev with just under two
minutes remaining in the frame.
Panther’s captain Aleksander Barkov Jr. provided the screen in front
of the net.
The second period, however,
belonged to the Rangers, as they
scored three unanswered goals in
the middle frame. Just over three
minutes in, Mika Zibanejad tied the
game at 1 with a pretty wraparound
shot while the Rangers were shorthanded.
The Rangers' special teams continued to dominate in the second
period, as their power play went
to work. With seven minutes and
24 seconds left in the period, Mats
Zuccarello fired a shot that took
a fortuitous bounce off Panthers
defenseman Mike Matheson’s legs

and into the net past goaltender
Michael Hutchinson. That gave the
Rangers a 2-1 lead. But four and a
half minutes later, Zibanejad extended the lead to 3-1, also on the
power play, when he beat Hutchinson short-side with a wristshot.
Zuccarello scored again just one
minute and 27 seconds into the
third period to give the Rangers a
4-1 lead. Hutchinson was replaced
by James Reimer in goal immediately afterward.
Panthers forward Mike Hoffman
answered with a goal of his own
midway through the third period,
on a wrap-around. But the Rangers
sealed the deal in the final minute
as Kevin Hayes scored an emptynetter after Jesper Fast negated an
icing to set up the goal. Georgiev
was terrific in net, making 36 saves
for the Rangers, as they defeated
the Panthers by a score of 5-2.
Two nights later, the Rangers were in Chicago to take on the
Blackhawks. The Rangers looked
to keep the momentum going, as
they started a four-game road trip
that included Chicago and all three
California teams. Henrik Lundqvist
was back in net for the Rangers after serving as the backup against
Florida.
But things got off to a messy
start, as the Blackhawks jumped
out to an early 1-0 lead thanks to
some sloppy defense by the Rangers. Three minutes in, Blackhawks
captain Jonathan Toews skated up
the ice, and was met by Rangers
defensemen Adam McQuaid and
Brady Skjei. But McQuaid collided
into Skjei as he was backing up
and both defensemen fell, leaving
Toews all alone. He snapped a shot
past Lundqvist to open the scoring.
The Rangers had a quick response about three minutes later, as
Pavel Buchnevich tied the game at
one with his first tally of the season.
After Brendan Smith fired a shot
from the point that was stopped
by Blackhawks netminder Corey

Crawford, Buchnevich roofed the
rebound over Crawford’s sprawling pads and into the net. The 1-1
tie stood for the remainder of the
period.
But midway through the second
period, the Rangers committed another defensive miscue that came
back to haunt them once again.
Blackhawks Nick Schmaltz was left
uncovered in the Rangers’ defensive zone and skated a full circle
around the net without any pressure. He then fed Alexandre Fortin
in front of the net for an easy tapin, and the Blackhawks regained
the lead at 2-1. Both Lundqvist and
Crawford held their ground for the
rest of the frame to keep the score
at 2-1.
The Rangers were expected to
come out in the third period with
tons of pressure, firing everything
they had at Crawford and the
Blackhawks’ defense — but that
didn’t happen. Despite trailing in
the game, the Rangers mustered a
mere one shot on goal for the entire
period. It didn’t help that the Blackhawks weren’t done scoring for the
night, as they took advantage of
more poor defensive tactics by the
Rangers.
Blackhawks forward Alex DeBrincat caught the Rangers overloading one side and quickly fed
the puck across to Artem Anisimov
in the right circle. Anisimov then
fed Patrick Kane on the other side,
who tapped the puck just across
the goal line. Despite a challenge
by Rangers’ head coach David
Quinn for goaltender interference,
the goal stood, and the Blackhawks
took a 3-1 lead.
DeBrincat later scored an empty-netter to ice a 4-1 victory for the
Blackhawks. Despite strong play
from Lundqvist, the Rangers' offense and special teams did not do
anything to back him up, ultimately
leading to a defeat at the hands of
an Original Six rival.
The Rangers finished off the

week with their first of three games
in the state of California, against
the Kings on Oct 28.
And if there was one team that
was struggling more than the Rangers, it was the Kings. They came into
the game losing six straight games
and having just two wins in their
first 10 games. They did not have a
lead at any point in those six consecutive losses and failed to score
more than two goals per game. It
seems odd, since they made big
offseason splashes with the signing
of Ilya Kovalchuk and extension of
star defenseman Drew Doughty.
It appeared that the Rangers
were taking advantage of their opponent’s struggles. Just over 11
minutes into the first period, the
Rangers took a 1-0 lead thanks to a
great effort from Vladislav Namestnikov. The Russian forward skated
past the Kings defense and powered his way toward the net.
After getting stopped on his
first shot by Kings netminder
Jack Campbell, Namestnikov was
pushed into the net by Trevor
Lewis. Namestnikov collided with
Campbell, causing the puck to slide
across the goal line. After an initial
no-goal call, a lengthy review overturned that decision, and the Rangers broke the ice first. The Rangers
doubled their lead in the second
period when defenseman Anthony
DeAngelo threw the puck from the
goal line on the right side, which
ended up deflecting off Campbell’s
skate and into the net.
A 2-0 lead seemed comfortable,
and the Rangers had the Kings on
the ropes. But poor penalties became a problem, and the Rangers
paid for their mistakes. On a Los
Angeles power play, Kovalchuk
fired a bullet shot from the left circle that was stopped by Lundqvist.
However, Dustin Brown was parked
in front of the net to slam home the
rebound. That sliced the lead in
half to 2-1. The Rangers later took
a too-many-men penalty and Kov-

alchuk’s blistering slap shot made
them pay. The Kings tied the game
at 2 to close out the second period.
In the third period, the Kings
took their first lead of the game and
their first in the last seven games.
After Adrian Kempe’s shot was
stopped by Lundqvist, Lewis put in
the rebound near the crease to give
Los Angeles a 3-2 lead early in the
frame. But the Rangers responded
later, with less than five minutes
remaining, when Ryan Spooner
beat Campbell with a quick onetimer from the high slot. DeAngelo
was able to keep the play alive in
the Kings’ defensive zone and find
Spooner for the goal.
With the game tied at three, the
Rangers looked like they were getting at least a point out of this one.
But Kings defenseman Alec Martinez had other ideas. With just 55
seconds remaining in regulation,
Martinez, who scored the Stanley Cup winning overtime goal in
Game 5 of the 2014 Stanley Cup
Finals against the Rangers, skated
up the ice from his own defensive
zone, completely untouched. He
fired a shot from just inside the
Rangers’ blue line that beat Lundqvist glove side. The Kings took a
4-3 lead and that score stood until
the final buzzer. The Rangers fell
to a team that lost six in a row and
could not take a lead at any point
in those games. They played down
to their competition once again,
mainly due to poor penalty kill and
lack of defensive effort.
New York’s record is now 3-7-1
with 7 points, good for last place
in the Metropolitan Division. Only
the Detroit Red Wings have a worse
record than the Rangers in the entire league. Things are not looking
good for the Blueshirts, despite this
clearly being a rebuilding year.
The Rangers continue their California road trip against the San Jose
Sharks and Anaheim Ducks and
head home for a Sunday matchup
against the Buffalo Sabres.
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Damage done: Red Sox 'Pearce'
Dodgers, win 2018 World Series title
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
After a rough start to his Sox
career, the former Cy Young award
winner silenced his critics last
month.
An epic stretch of starts that began in the ALCS allowed Price to
lead his team to three huge victories and finally help him win over
the Fenway Faithful.
Even his biggest critics would
have to admit that he came through
in crunchtime. At the helm of this
record-breaking Sox team is rookie
manager Alex Cora.
Every move he made this postseason seemed to work out perfectly in his team's favor. The Puerto Rican native expertly blended
analytics and old-school baseball
strategies to always stay one step
ahead of the opposing dugout.
He maintained the respect of
all his players while still being able
to communicate with them like he
was one of the guys.
Cora will surely be a candidate
for AL Manager of the Year, and
voters will be hard-pressed to think
of a reason not to vote for him.
Most of the players he oversees
will be returning to the team next
year. The only potential departures
are role players and All-Star closer
Craig Kimbrel, who struggled at
times during the playoffs.
It stands to reason that the Sox
could repeat this level of success
going forward or possibly somehow be even better.
Their divisional foes, though
strong, all have a lot of questions
to answer this offseason, while the
Cleveland Indians and Houston
Astros both look like they are going
to lose key players to free agency.
With a core that includes two
Cy Young winners in Price and
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David Price exorcised his playoff demons and pitched incredibly down the stretch.
Rick Porcello, one of the best lefties
in baseball in Chris Sale, two MVP
candidates in Betts and Martinez,
other All-Stars in Mitch Moreland
and Xander Bogaerts and emerging young talents with Bradley, Rodríguez and Andrew Benintendi,
this Boston team looks like a real
threat to repeat next season.
The Sox will also be getting back
former MVP Dustin Pedroia next
season, along with any other play-

ers they choose to acquire on the
free agent market.
Barring something unforeseen,
this team has to be a favorite to
make it back to the Fall Classic in
2019.
Nothing is promised, of course,
but Cora and company look more
than ready to defend their crown
from any and all challengers.
The Yankees and the rest of the
MLB might want to take notice.
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SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE 7

GENFKD: A DOLLAR & A DREAM
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
KESHER WEEKLY LEARNING
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
FINDING A MENTOR AND LIFE COACH WITH COHNREZNICK
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m.| NVC 4-211| Free
MARKETING DEPT. SALES SUMMIT
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. | 14-280 | Free
POLITICS AND CORPORATIONS
6 p.m.- 8 p.m. | NVC 14-270 | Free
JLF - LIFE'S BIG QUESTIONS
5 p.m. - 7 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
ASCEND BAKE SALE
12:40 p.m. - 2:40 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby
BUILDING A TEAM: HIRING PEOPLE
12:40 p.m. - 2 p.m. | 9-140 | Free
WALL STREET CLUB GENERAL WEEKLY MEETING
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. | NVC 4-225 | Free
ASCEND LEGACY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
5:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. | NVC 3-215 | Free

SAT

10

weekend

SUN

11

weekend
DAPHNELLY DELACRUZ | THE TICKER

*Off-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Save the Date

Internship Update

Wall Street Careers Panel
Tuesday, Nov. 6, 12:30 p.m. to 2:15 p.m., NVC 14220
Come and learn about various careers in Wall
Street from a panel of industry experts!

NYC Department of Small Business Services

On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Tuesday, Nov. 6, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Get a jumpstart on your career by learning about
the on-campus recruiting program!
Mastering the Job Interview: Basic
Wednesday, Nov. 7, 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., NVC
2-190
Learn the way to interview to increase your chances
of landing the job you want!

SCDC Tip of the Week
Check out the SCDC Tip of the Week from the
Starr Career Development Center
“Log into Starr Search and practice what it might feel
like to interview online using the Mock Interview Module.
Troubleshoot camera placement, observe the background,
notice your body language, and be mindful of your
professional demeanor."

–Sandra Kupprat, Arts & Science Coordinator

Neighborhood 360⁰ Fellows Program Intern
The Neighborhood Development Division of the NYC Department of Small Business Services
is seeking an intern to support the
agency’s efforts to help supportneighborhood-based nonprofit
organizations serving commercial corridors across the city.
Reporting to the Senior Program Manager for Capacity Building, the intern will primarily support projects related to the Neighborhood 360⁰ Fellows program,
including but not limited to: Fellows and Host site recruitment
and selection, data collection,
cleanup and analysis, develop-

ment, planning and production
of
educational/informational
content, graduation, orientation,
information sessions, and other
360⁰ Fellows events.
In addition, the intern may
assist to convene partner organizations and neighborhood development practitioners allowing
the exchange of best practices,
understanding of challenges, and
the need for ongoing technical assistance.
They are looking for an intern
with the ability to coordinate and
manage multiple tasksand projects while providing timely up-

dates to supervisors, experience
analyzing data, evaluating program impact and writing reports,
experience creating promotional
and marketing items for social
media, experience developing
curriculum, and coordinating
meetings and events. The intern
should also have experience and/
or established interest in community nonprofits, familiarity with
New York City neighborhoods
and/or working with local small
business, and proficiency in Microsoft Office and Adobe Creative
Suite.
Starr Search ID: 119822

ing its early stages of growth. Plus,
all the gum you can chew!
The role will include ownership and development of brand’s
social media channels including: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter
and Pinterest, assisting in PR and
communications outreach and
execution, assisting in influencer
outreach, analyzing theeffectiveness of interactions to determine
future strategies and opportunities, assisting with E-Commerce
sales by managing postings and
assisting with customer support,

and helping prepare and ship
sample orders for customers, potential customers and press.
The ideal candidates possess
a high level of enthusiasm for the
natural food space,
passion to help build an
emerging brand and grow brand
awareness, interest in social
media and traditional media,
strong work ethic and positive attitude, and great organizational
and communication skills.

Simply Gum
Marketing Intern
Launched in 2014, Simply
Gum is a NYC based, all-natural
chewing gum brand.
They’re different from conventional gum which is packed with
hidden ingredients like plastic
and rubber, and synthetics like aspartame and BHT. They’ve set out
to create a better chew and aim to
inspire people to live simply. They
are currently seeking a driven
individual to join their growing
team as a Marketing Intern. This
is a unique opportunity to join a
small, fast-paced company dur-

Starr Search ID: 120124

